BLUE EARTH CITY COUNCIL
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2019 @ 5:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
1. Call To Order by the Mayor.
1.1 Roll Call.
1.2 Determination of a Quorum.
1.3 Pledge of Allegiance.
2. Meeting opened to the Public, welcome by Mayor Scholtes.
2.1
3. Approval of the Minutes.
3.1 Minutes from the Work Session and Council Meeting of Monday, October 21, 2019.
4. Licenses and Permits.
4.1
5. Correspondence.
5.1
6. Public Hearings.
6.1 Public Hearing for Final Assessment viz. West Industrial Park
6.2 Consideration of Police Report Regarding potentially dangerous dog
6.3 Public Hearing for Thriving Acres Seed TIF Plan
7. Reports from Staff Members.
7.1 City Attorney, FGL, Ltd. (Frundt).
a. CenterPoint Franchise Agreement Renewal Update
7.2 City Engineer, Bolton & Menk, Inc. (Brown).
a. Project Updates
8. Reports from Boards and Commissions. (See attachment in Committee report section).
8.1 Library Board Liaison (Cole). Meeting 11-12-19
8.2 Economic Development Authority Liaison (Scholtes & J. Huisman). Meeting 11-14-19
8.3 Housing and Redevelopment Authority Liaison (Scholtes). Minutes 10-14-19
8.4 Senior Center Board Liaison (Cassem). Meeting 11-12-19
8.5 Faribault County Fitness Center Board Liaison (Erichsrud).
8.6 Board of Public Works Liaison (Warner). Minutes June, July, Aug., Sept. 2019
8.7 Other Boards and Commissions.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Joint Fire Service Advisory Board (Erichsrud).
Planning Commission (Scholtes). Minutes 9-12-19
Charter Commission (Scholtes).
Board of Zoning Adjustments and Appeals (City Council).
Board of Building Appeals (Gaylord).
Joint Airport Zoning Board (Gaylord).
Blue Earth Airport Advisory Commission (Warner).
Board of Review (City Council).
Fire Relief Association Board (Scholtes/Ibisch)

9. Reports from Standing Committees of the Council.
9.1. Parks & Recreation Subcommittee (Gaylord-Chair). Minutes 7-16-19
9.2. Street Improvement Subcommittee (Erichsrud) Meeting 11-6-19
10. Consent Agenda.
10.1 BEFD Travel Request Alexandria
10.2 BEFD Travel Request Indianapolis
11. Old Business.
11.1 Bond Sale Resolution 19-18
11.2 Kim & Janet Shaffer Alley Vacate Request Letter
12. New Business.
12.1 Resolution 19-17 Regarding Unpaid Charges to Properties
13. Transfer of Funds and Other Budgetary Matters.
13.1 Investment Schedule
14. Payment of Claims and Approval of Claims and Appropriations.
14.1. Consideration of payment of the bills
15. City Administrator's Report.
15.1 Payroll summary
15.2 Administrator Report
a. Next Work Session Agenda Items
b. Debt Report
c. Bee Keeping Guidance
16. Adjournment.
By Order of the Blue Earth City Council
Timothy Ibisch, City Administrator
Post @ City Hall-Friday, Friday, November 1, 2019 through Monday, November 4, 2019.
Distribute to Mayor & Councilmembers-Media & file

CITY OF BLUE EARTH MINUTES
CITY COUNCIL WORKSESSION
Monday, October 21, 2019 @ 4:30 P.M.
Call to order.
Mayor Scholtes called the Work Session to order at 4:30 P.M.
Roll call.
Mayor Scholtes noted that Councilmembers Gaylord, Huisman, Erichsrud, Cassem, Warner and
Cole were present.
Staff present: City Administrator Timothy Ibisch.
Public Present: Chuck Hunt-Faribault County Register.
New Business
Mayor Scholtes addressed the 2020 Budget Review. Ibisch reviewed projected numbers and the
taxable market value, indicating that the values went up this year. Last year being at 98.45%, by
taking that cash rate against the new valuation keeping the tax rate the same it would generate
the same amount of revenue, even by increasing the levy to 3.5%, we would still gain by the tax
base growth. Typically, we see this when we see development, this year as a good example
would be Benco coming on to the cash flow. Ibisch indicated that there are line items that are up
for discussion, mentioning the Fire Relief meeting discussion of the pension. Ibisch indicated
that there are a couple of areas where we are seeing larger growth percentage wise, with a lot of
this coming from facilities such as the Senior Center and Library both are aging facilities with
some additional deferred maintenance dollars needed to be spent for roofs and windows.
Scholtes suggested that if we keep putting the repairs off things are only going to get worse.
Warner suggested energy savings as well would be beneficial.
Ibisch reviewed line items Mayor/Council with small change in terms of publishing, at this time
there is no scheduled changes in the salary number with the recommendation for next year
having that discussion before the elections, travel meetings and little change to supplies exc.
Financials is typically a line item that fluctuates year to year depending on if it’s an election year,
with the expectation that there will be a re imbursement by the state being paid by the political
party with this being an additional election with presidential primary. Legal line item will see a
small increase, Engineering will see a larger percentage increase due to the same increase as last
year with the GIS project, with last year the decision was made to pull that funding and not
completing that goal. Scholtes questioned if there would be an increase of cost to the GIS
system. Ibisch indicated that he thought there would only be the increase of maintenance to the
system with the hope that Bolton & Menk would include the updates as part of street projects.
Staff at this time utilizes the Beacon GIS system, it’s a good tool but it’s not 100% accurate and
that’s what we tell people. If people want the 100% accuracy then staff lets them know that they
should get a survey, staff doesn’t want the city to be liable for the accuracy of the system. City
hall has some additional cost with the retaining wall in front of the building that is starting to
disintegrate and will be need of replacement in the near future. Holland, the Public Works

director, has reviewed with the Council the Public Works budget, with some reduction of some
discretionary item’s, funding. Public Works is by far the largest budget. Between Police, Fire and
Public Works it’s close to 50% of the city budget. Last week the Public Works staff met with
their Union representative in regard to their contract, with the anticipation of a new proposal
coming in, in terms of wages. Some changes include Seal coating pricing $60,000.00 which is
more than what had been done this year, averaging around 15 blocks. Reductions to building
maintenance, with the new public works building. Hired services was over $25,000.00 due to
snow removal, with that number it will depend on weather.
Police budget and leasing of vehicles were noted with further discussion in the regular Council
meeting. Sanitation and health have seen a large drop due to the changeover with the street
lighting, much of that money shifted over to other departments. The EDA is seeing a larger
increase than average with new programs that they would like to pursue and the plans for
growth. Overall revenue remains flat, we did see an increase from the state for our local
government aid, government revenue remains steady with small increase, charge and service
decrease as well as fines and forfeits have decreased .There has been a reduction in transfers,
which is a positive with the last couple of years utilizing a lot of the liquor store revenue.
Gaylord inquired about the demos that had taken place. Ibisch suggested that in the past the HRA
funds around $20,000. which was able to demo 3-4 properties. Ibisch inquired where the Council
stands on their target and goals for this year. Scholtes suggested that with where it stands at this
time most people won’t see any increase effect on their taxes, with it only being a $10,000.00
difference over a flat tax rate.
Mayor Scholtes adjourned the Work Session at 4:58 P.M.
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH MINUTES
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Monday, October 21, 2019 5:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Scholtes called the meeting to order at 5:00 P.M.
ROLL CALL
Councilmembers Gaylord, Huisman, Cassem, Cole,
Erichsrud, Warner, and Mayor Scholtes Present.
Staff members present: City Attorney David Frundt, City Engineer Wes Brown and City Administrator Timothy Ibisch.
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM
Quorum present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mayor Scholtes led the pledge of allegiance.
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Public Present: Chuck Hunt‐Faribault County Register, Norm Hall‐KBEW, Corey Survis, Chris
Matthews, Steve Brown, Ann Hanna and Ben Eckmann.
Scholtes addressed the Blue Earth Fire Relief Association 2020 Request, indicating during the
September Fire Relief meeting they discussed the pension and the decision was made to
contribute $6,000.00 this year and then $6,0000.00 contributed next year with a 2.25% increase
in year of service amount, going from $2375 to $2425 which is $50.00 per year. Matthews
requested that it be time stamped as a requirement for January 1st.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Huisman to approve the request from the Blue Earth
Fire Department Relief Association to increase the retirement benefit per year of ser‐
vice from $2375 to $2425 effective January 1st, 2020. The motion was approved
unanimously.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motion by Cassem, second by Gaylord to approve the minutes from the Work Ses‐
sion and Council Meeting of Monday, October 7, 2019. The motion was approved
unanimously.
LICENCES AND PERMITS
N/A
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Correspondence
Faribault County Historical Society Thank you Letter for the contribution for supporting their
efforts.
Haase Resignation from the Blue Earth Wine and Spirits liquor store.
Public Hearings
N/A
REPORTS FROM STAFF
City Attorney David Frundt: Frundt addressed the 2nd Reading of the Chicken Ordinance /Permit
authorizing chickens within the city. Ibisch indicated the permitting process requirements that are
required will be like applying for other permits within the city. Scholtes questioned the process of
filling out the permit reviewing steps from the procedure requirements. Ibisch explained that like
anyone coming in or contemplating a permit should first stop in to get the paperwork and discuss
with the staff the requirements. Erichsrud inquired about the 150 feet from property line, noted
you must have consent. Ibisch suggested that if someone is not that close to a property line than
they wouldn’t be under that requirement.
Huisman inquired about the signatures and if not all parties agree to let someone have chickens,
would there be an appeal process. Ibisch suggested that there is not at this time. Gaylord recom‐
mended that perhaps that there should be an appeal process in case you get one issue that’s not
related to chickens, but perhaps another reason. Scholtes inquired if the ordinance could be mod‐
ified. Frundt advised that it could be changed if the need arise. Scholtes suggested holding off on
the appeal process at this time. Scholtes queried what the process is at this time with the fee not
set. Ibisch suggested that Eckmann would need to come into city hall and start the paperwork
process and once the fee schedule is set then at that time Eckmann would need to complete that
next process. Erichsrud questioned Eckmann on the chicken manure and what is done with it;
Eckmann indicated that it taken to a farm for disposal.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cole to approve Ordinance 19‐10
Roll Call:
Councilmember Gaylord
Councilmember Huisman
Councilmember Erichsrud
Councilmember Cassem
Councilmember Warner
Councilmember Cole
Mayor Scholtes

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

The motion was approved unanimously.
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Scholtes inquired about fees. Ibisch suggested that he felt that discussion would be best when
the Council addresses the fee schedule. This gives Eckmann a couple of months to complete the
forms and starting fees new at the beginning of the year. Next, Frundt addressed the Depart‐
ment of Agriculture permit allowing use of property formerly the Detke/Morbak building for agri‐
cultural use within the city. Ibisch indicated that the biggest issue was not the nature of the busi‐
ness but the lack of notification making us aware of the situation. Huisman inquired of other re‐
quirements, Ibisch reviewed the city code, HEMP isn’t something that is necessary detailed in the
code. The code reviews warehousing and storage but doesn’t specify the HEMP.
Ibisch asked if there was anything the Council felt would need adjusting as far as restrictions as
things change with the legalizing of medical marijuana. Frundt indicated that he had reviewed the
topic with the League of Minnesota Cities assessing concepts, with the option of rewriting the
zoning to deal with this issue. Huisman inquired testing being done by the state in order to make
sure the THC levels are at or below. Frundt indicated that with not knowing much about the in‐
dustry he wasn’t sure, but knows they are under strict regulations by the state and federal gov‐
ernment for testing. Cole questioned licensing. Ibisch suggested that the staff will keep licenses
on file at city hall for future questions. The Council suggested no changes at this time.
Next, Frundt addressed the Ordering of the Public Hearing for November 4, 2019 for the TIF Hear‐
ing. Regarding the housing development, currently there is not a purchase agreement in place
with APEX. Cassem questioned the authorized price of the land and the tax. Ibisch indicated the
prices had been set by the Council earlier last year, with no changes in price for the lots. The as‐
sessments which were levied against those properties are rolled into the lot acquisition so that
when the properties are sold the money from the assessments goes into the debt service fund to
pay back the bond payments and cover the assessment cost. In previous discussion it had been
discussed about the possibility of doing a TIF for housing as we go forward. At this time, we ha‐
ven’t got pricing back on the townhomes. Once that is received, we will get an evaluation from
the County Assessor’s office to see what the possibilities of a TIF district and if doing a TIF would
makes sense. Erichsrud questioned what Doug Green from the bond counsel had suggested
about doing the TIF. Ibisch noted that until we have pricing it would be hard to qualify the total
output of a TIF.
Motion by Huisman, second by Cole to order the hearing for the Thriving Acres Seed TIF for No‐
vember 4th. The motion was approved unanimously.
City Engineer: Ben Rosol, Construction Representative.
Ben Rosol brought forth the request for the Public Hearing for the West Industrial Park final As‐
sessment roll for November 4th. With Brown absent, Rosol reviewed the status of the Sailor
Street Project; he noted that the weather might slow it down, but that the curb should be in‐
stalled in the next 2 weeks.
The project continues to make progress with the completion of underground utilities, the gravel
on 2nd Street being put down this week. In addition, notice was received the concrete subcon‐
tractor will be in town to start setting string line for curb. The string line installed will be parallel
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with the street and continuous through the driveways. The crew will then pour concrete curb
and driveways on Thursday and Friday this week. Ibisch question if that was a realistic to pour
the concrete with weather changes we are getting into having to push to get it completed, Ro‐
sol agreed that it seems short but the concrete crew discussed it with Holtmeier and they feel
that they will finish in 3 days. The driveways will not be accessible until the concrete placed has
7 days to cure and will provide notice to the residents when they can drive on the new con‐
crete. While final construction continues residents are asked to park offsite during the day
while this construction is being performed.
Motion by Cole, second by Erichsrud to order the hearing for the West industrial Park final As‐
sessment roll for November 4th. The motion was approved unanimously.
Monthly Liquor Sales
September Police Department Report
REPORTS FROM BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
Economic Development Authority Meeting Minutes 9‐12‐19
Housing and Redevelopment Authority Meeting Minutes 9‐9‐19
Senior Center Board Minutes Meeting Minutes 9‐10‐19
Planning Commission Meeting 10‐24‐19
Parks & Recreation Subcommittee Meeting 10‐23‐19
Street Improvement Subcommittee TBD
Motion by Gaylord, second by Huisman to approve reports from Boards and commissions. The
motion was approved unanimously.
Consent Agenda
N/A
Old Business
Scholtes addressed 2020 Budget Continued with Police Vehicle Leasing vs. Purchase. Scholtes
mentioned that Police Chief Fletcher has been researching on programs and found that there is
one program through the state police program that we can lease from and have done this in
the past, but the cost seems high. Scholtes indicated that he contacted Enterprise to see if
there were options on leasing police squad vehicles. The Terms requires the city to own 20
vehicles that have VIN#’s. Blue Earth Light & Water is also considering the same type of option,
the plan is to meet with Enterprise , Blue Earth Light & Water’s Tim Stoner and city staff for a
presentation of what is offered and what options are out there.
Scholtes explain they one option being setting up a lease in terms of 4 years with a cost of
$8000.00 per year with it being $32,000.00 over the 4‐year term and then at that point you
would look at getting a new vehicle. With this option you are able to get it on a budget, and you
always know how much you are paying. Warner inquired who they work with for maintenance
on the vehicles, keeping it local. Scholtes suggested that they do work with a list of shops in the
4
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area. Erichsrud questioned cost of insurance, Ibisch felt that there wouldn’t be any difference
that the city see and would continue the same procedure as now. Warner questioned vehicle
types and if they had anything that Fletcher would be interested in. Scholtes indicated that they
would be able to get whatever is wanted, the hope is to keep with the same type of vehicle so
whatever equipment is needed it could be switched over and it would fit in. Gaylord inquired
mileage and the number of miles that could be put on them. Scholtes suggested that at the
time of lease that is determined, believing in 4 years it would be around 80,000 miles.
Gaylord questioned if that would be enough and would we get charged for extra mileage.
Scholtes alluded that would have to be determined at the time of leasing. Gaylord inquired
hidden cost and not wanting that to happen. Huisman suggested researching other companies
and what they could offer in comparison. Scholtes mentioned getting further contacts and
looking into other options seeing what more cost is effective. Next, Ibisch addressed the engine
breaking signage example. Indicating the direction was to proceed with the signage. At this
time staff is looking for guidance of examples the Council would like to proceed with. Scholtes
questioned if the signage was ready. Ibisch indicated that not at this time, the direction we
would be looking for is regarding the sign itself. The Council reviewed the example and
discussed any changes, Scholtes inquired about making the sign like the state sign. Ibisch
suggested that the signs that these signs are made from the county and will come with a cost.
Ibisch suggested talking with Daly to see what options the city would have in size and design.
New Business
Scholtes addressed the CenterPoint Franchise Agreement Renewal. Ibisch mentioned that the
franchise agreement with CenterPoint is expiring in the next month and the city had been
advised by CenterPoint to renew the contract, suggesting asking Frundt to review the contract
to be sure nothing stands out that would need inquiring. Ibisch suggested an option maybe to
increase the franchise fee, the fee hasn’t increased since the last negotiations. Under the
contract and franchise fee Center Point doesn’t pay for permits, typically when people come to
work in right away, we require a fee and in this contract it was negotiated that that they would
not have that but it would be part of their franchise fee.
Housing Financing Options Memo. Ibisch indicated that the HRA hasn’t received any price on
the townhomes at this time; the memo comes from the bond agency to review of what is being
looked at. There are different regulation depending on bond types, income guidelines and
general rules that we would not be able to exceed for the HRA to issue some bonds. Huisman
questioned if there was going to be a need to have special meetings scheduled with the HRA
wanting to break ground this fall. Ibisch felt that it is possible knowing the HRA discussed
moving their meeting up to November 4th with the idea that they certainly hoping to have some
hard numbers for consideration. As for the bonds we will be needing to get those number to
the County Assessor‘s office for the valuations. Kennedy mentioned in a conversation with
APEX that the hope was that the contractors are working to get those numbers in on a short
notice for the bid process.
Transfer of Funds and Other Budgetary Matters.
5
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Investment Schedule was included.
3rd Qtr. 2019 Donations for Council Approval
Motion by Huisman, second by Gaylord to approve the 3rd Quarter Donations. The motion
was approved unanimously.
Payment of Claims and Approval of Claims and Appropriations.
Consideration of payment of the bills
Motion by Gaylord, second by Huisman to approve the payment of the bills. The motion was
approved unanimously.
City Administrator's Report
Payroll summary
Administrator Report, Ibisch pointed out the change to the UHD Grand Opening rescheduling.
Public works will be laying the last load of bituminous for the year this week covering areas on
Rice Street by 4th and 7th that already have been tacked. CEDA partnership meeting is coming
up on November 14th 5pm at the Cannon Falls Winery.
The bonding call with S & P went well and then Wednesday they will be giving the city the up‐
dated rating, in the next 2 weeks we will be expecting a bond sale, with a resolution to approve
the sale with getting those numbers back in November.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Erichsrud to adjourn the meeting. The motion was approved
unanimously. Scholtes adjourned the City Council Meeting at 6:12 P.M.
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Final Assessment Hearing

Industrial, Commerce and Welk Drive Improvements
Blue Earth, Minnesota
November 4, 2019

Assessment Hearing Agenda
• Overview of Assessment Process
• Improvements and Final Project Costs
• Basis for Assessment
• Comments on Assessment
• Formal Action by Council to:
• Adopt Assessment Roll with or without Adjustments
• Delay Action Until Later Date

Process & Authority
• Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 429
• Petitioned or Council Directed
• Feasibility Study
• Public Hearing (Opportunity for Input)
• Council Orders Bidding and Contract
• Project Must Assess 20% to Benefitting Property
• Properties Must Have a Direct Benefit
• Assessment Hearing (Opportunity for Input)
• Levy Assessments

Rights of Appeal
• Assessment Appeals
• Council or Clerk must receive written objection prior to or

at the hearing (MN Statutes 429.061)
• Serve notice to City Clerk or Mayor within 30 days after
adoption
• Notice must be filed with District Court within 10 days after
its service

Infrastructure Replaced
• Resurfaced existing pavement
• Milling/Grinding off the top 3-inches of surface
• Paving 3-inch mat of new bituminous over the entire
roadway surface

Project Financing
• 429 or General Obligation Bond
• City - $64,900.25
• Faribault County/State Aid - $355,784.90
• Assessments - $125,459.72
• Total Project Cost - $420,685.15

Assessment Funding
• Mill & Overlay - $16.18 per lineal foot
•

Subtotal = $125,459.72

• Grand Total = $125,459.72

Assessment Payment
• May pay in full within 30 days
• May partially pay within 30 days
• Assessed to property taxes
• For 15 years
• At 4.2% interest
• On tax statements for two payments each year
• In any year, the property owner may pay that year’s

interest and the outstanding principal

Questions

FINAL ASSESSMENT ROLL
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCE AND WELK DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
JN: F17.117830
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
P.I.N.

NAME

LOT DESCRIPTION

FRONTAGE (FT.)

STREET
ASSESSMENT LENGTH
(FT.)

ASSESSMENT RATE:

MILL & OVERLAY
ASSESSMENT

TOTAL
ASSESSMENT

$16.18

AUDITOR'S LOTS
21.007.0020

21.007.0021

21.007.0023

21.007.0024

21.007.0025

21.007.0030

21.007.0040

21.007.0050

21.007.0051

21.007.0053

21.007.0060

21.007.0070

21.007.0080

City of Blue Earth
P.O. Box 38
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
…

Ryan Stevermer
1740 Industrial Drive
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
1.00 AC A.L:TR COM 740'N 959.1'E & 66' E of SW
COR SW 1/4 E200' N217.8' W200' S217.8' TO BEG

Nuvex Ingredients Inc.
Kerry Ingredients & Flavours
3400 Millington Rd.
Beloit, WI 53511

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
0.86 AC A.L:TR COM 765'E & 466.8'N of SW COR
SW 1/4 TH E240.14 N TO PT 90.74's OF S LI
INDUSTRIAL DR W165' N86.5' W75.26' S213.2'
TO BEG

Nuvex Ingredients Inc.
Kerry Ingredients & Flavours
3400 Millington Rd.
Beloit, WI 53511

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
3.83 AC A.L:TR COM 1374.7'E & 265.02'N of SW
COR SW 1/4 TH N415' W272.1' S415' E 272.18'
TO BEG TR COM 1374.7'E OF SW COR SW 1/4 TH
N198.6' W 272.18' S198.6' E272.18' TO BEG

Nuvex Ingredients Inc.
Kerry Ingredients & Flavours
3400 Millington Rd.
Beloit, WI 53511

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
0.43 AC A.L:TR COM 765'E 680'N & 75.26'E OF
SW COR SW 1/4 S86.5' E165' N52.2' E 90' N38.54'
TO S LI INDUSTRIAL DR W255.03' TO BEG & S4'
OF VAC INDUSTRIAL DR ADJ ON N

City of Blue Earth
c/o BE Light & Water Dept.
125 E 7th Street
Blue Earth, MN 56013

66

66

$1,067.88

$1,067.88

200

200

$3,236.00

$3,236.00

75

75

$1,213.50

$1,213.50

272

272

$4,400.96

$4,400.96

255

255

$4,125.90

$4,125.90

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
6.83 AC A.L: COM 740'N & 609.1'E OF SW COR OF
SW 1/4 E350' N871.36' WLY ALG RR 354.78'
S843.87' TO BEG & .28A IN SE 1/4 OF SW 1/4 FOR
RD

350

350

$5,663.00

$5,663.00

Nortech Systems Incorporated
7550 Meridian Cir N Ste 150
Maple Grove, MN 55369

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
11.97 AC A.L:TR COM AT SW COR OF SW 1/4 TH
N680' E765' S680' W765' TO BEG EX TR COM
765'E & 78.1'N OF SW COR SE TH N60' W20' S
59.71' E20' TO BEG

Corner Lot
590 (SHORT)
732 (LONG)

956

$15,468.08

$15,468.08

Kerry Inc.
Attn: Suzanne Mund
3400 Millington Rd.
Beloit, WI 53511

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
6.36 AC A.L: TR IN SW 1/4 COM 292.75'W
739.91'N 508.85'W & 357.75'W OF SE COR SW
1/4 N591.59' TO SLY RR R/W NWLY ALG RR R/W
12.11' TO CURVE NWLY ALG CURVE & RR R/W
AN ARC LENGTH 486.63' S546.25' E200' S217.8' E
277.17' TO BEG EX ELY 2'

277

277

$4,481.86

$4,481.86

Steve & Gennie Gesche
PO Box 453
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
1.00 AC TR COM 292.75'W, 739.91'N & 364.85'W
OF SE COR OF SW 1/4 TH N302.5' W144' S302.5'
E144' TO PT OF BEG

144

144

$2,329.92

$2,329.92

Bpr Investments LLC
c/o Paul K. Johnson
PO Box 310
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
4.47 AC A.L: TR COM 292.75'W 739.91'N &
508.85'W OF SE COR SW 1/4 W 357.75' N591.59'
SELY 552.87' S54.75' W144' S302.5' TO BEG

358

358

$5,792.44

$5,792.44

Touchdown Investments, Inc.
2800 Golden Triangle Blvd.
P.O. Box 77027
Fort Worth, TX 76177

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
5.00 AC A.L: TR COM 1374.7'E OF SW COR OF SW
1/4 (SEE DEED FOR PARTICULARS)

340

340

$5,501.20

$5,501.20

Steve L. Gesche
PO Box 453
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
2.00 AC A.L:TR COM 292.75'W 739.91'N & 60'W
OF SE COR OF SW 1/4 W304.85' N356.75' TO SLY
RR R/W SE ALG RR 335.72' S214.82' TO BEG

Corner Lot
215 (SHORT)
305 (LONG)

368

$5,954.24

$5,954.24

Touchdown Investments, Inc.
2800 Golden Triangle Blvd.
P.O. Box 77027
Fort Worth, TX 76177

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
2.54 AC A.L: 2 TRS IN SE 1/4 OF SW 1/4
CONTAINING 1.04A & 1.5A (SEE DEED FOR
PARTICULARS)

170

170

$2,750.60

$2,750.60
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FINAL ASSESSMENT ROLL
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCE AND WELK DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
JN: F17.117830
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
P.I.N.

NAME

FRONTAGE (FT.)

LOT DESCRIPTION

STREET
ASSESSMENT LENGTH
(FT.)

ASSESSMENT RATE:
21.007.0090

21.007.0091

21.007.0092

21.007.0100

21.007.0110

21.007.0111

21.112.0010

MILL & OVERLAY
ASSESSMENT

TOTAL
ASSESSMENT

$16.18

Bpr Investments LLC
c/o Paul K. Johnson
PO Box 310
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
4.17 AC A.L: TR COM 352.75'W OF SE COR SW
1/4 TH N679.91' W448.47' S 679.91' E448.47' TO
BEG EX TR COM 352.75'W OF SE COR SW 1/4
W224.24' N351.16' E224.24' S 351.16' TO BEG &
EX TR COM 488.75'W & 351.16'N OF SE COR SW
1/4 E136' N328.75' W136' W328.75' TO BEG

Bpr Investments LLC
c/o Paul K. Johnson
PO Box 310
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
1.81 AC TR COM 352.75'W OF SE COR SW 1/4
W224.24' N351.16' E224.24' S351.16' TO BEG

Touchdown Investments, Inc.
2800 Golden Triangle Blvd.
P.O. Box 77027
Fort Worth, TX 76177
Ppm Enterprises LLC
c/o Daryle D. Pomranke
PO Box 442
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
1.03 AC A.L: TR COM 488.75'W & 351.16' N OF SE
COR SW 1/4 E136' N 328.75' W136' S328.75' TO
BEG
Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
12.00 AC A.L:TR COM 740'N SW COR OF SEC TH
E609.1' N843.6' TO SLY R/W LI RR WLY ALG R/W
LI 304.5' W ALG R/W LI 304.9' TO W LI SW 1/4
S864' TO BEG

Touchdown Investments, Inc.
2800 Golden Triangle Blvd.
P.O. Box 77027
Fort Worth, TX 76177

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
2.93 AC A.L: COM SE COR SW 1/4 TH W292.75'
N523.79' E131' N37.5' E100.4' S37.5' E61.35' S
522.54' TO BEG

Blue Earth Valley Comm. Inc.
Attn: Chris Handevidt
123 West 7th Street
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 07, Township 102 North, Range 27 West,
3.39 AC A.L: TR COM 292.75'W & 523.79' N OF SE
COR SW1/4 E131' N37.5' E100.4' S37.5' E371.95'
TO WLY LI SINN TR NELY ALG WLY LI TR 90.74' TO
RR R/W NWLY ALG R/W 361.42' TO W LI SE1/4
N27.53' TO R/W NWLY ALG R/W 322.4' TO E LI
COMMERCE DR S403' TO BEG

BE Industrial Service Co.
PO Box 472
Blue Earth, MN 56013

Section 12, Township 102 North, Range 28 West,
45.00 AC A.L: ALL S OF RR OF E 1/2 OF SE 1/4 EX
E1.74A TO CITY FOR RD

312

312

$5,048.16

$5,048.16

Corner Lot
300 (LONG)

150

$2,427.00

$2,427.00

Corner Lot
136 (SHORT)
329 (LONG)

301

$4,870.18

$4,870.18

Corner Lot
576 (SHORT)
864 (LONG)

1008

$16,309.44

$16,309.44

Corner Lot
473 (LONG)

237

$3,834.66

$3,834.66

403

403

$6,520.54

$6,520.54

1512

1512

$24,464.16

$24,464.16

7754

$125,459.72

$125,459.72

TOTAL FINAL ASSESSMENT
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH
RESOLUTION 19-16
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING FINAL ASSESSMENTS
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCE AND WELK DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS
WHEREAS, pursuant to proper notice duly given as required by law, the Council has met, heard, and
passed upon all objections to the proposed assessment for Improvements of 2019, the final assessment role
for Industrial, Commerce, and Welk Drive was received by the council on October 21, 2019 and said
proposed assessment rolls are on file with the City Clerk and open to public inspection;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BLUE
EARTH, MINNESOTA:
1.
Such proposed assessment, a copy of which is attached hereto and made a part of hereby
accepted and shall constitute the special assessment against the lands named therein, and each tract of land
therein is hereby found to be benefitted by the proposed improvement.
2.

Such assessment shall be as follows:
a.

The assessments shall be payable in equal annual installments including principal and
interest extending over a period of 15 years with interest at a rate of four point two
percent (4.2 %) per annum, in the amount annually required to pay the principal over
such period at such rate, the first of said installments to be payable with general taxes
for the year 2020, collectible with such taxes until the year 2036. Interest shall accrue
from and after 30 days following adoption.

b.

The owner of any property so assessed may, at any time prior to certification of the
assessment to the County Auditor, pay to the City Treasurer, all or part of and
thereafter at any time prior to November 15 any year pay to the County Auditor, the
whole of the principal amount of the assessment on such property provided that no
such prepayment shall be accepted without payment of all installments due to and
including December 31 of the year of prepayment, and the original principal amount
reduced only by the amounts of principal included in such installments computed on
an annual amortization basis.

3.
The City Clerk shall forthwith transmit a certified duplicate copy of this assessment to the
County Auditor to be extended on the tax list of the County.
ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL THIS 4th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2019.
ATTEST:
__________________________________
Richard Scholtes
Mayor
(Seal)

___________________________________
Timothy Ibisch
City Administrator

Amanda Thompson
220 N Ramsey St.
1-507-525-3417 (cell) 1-507-526-2331 (home)

Dear Mr. Ibisch
I am writing to you because I am currently scheduled to meet with the city council at 5:00pm on
Monday, November 4th regarding a potentially dangerous dog incident. I understand that issues of potentially
dangerous dogs are presented to you first and then you determine if the situation should be brought to the
advisement of the city council. I just wanted an opportunity to present my case to you, so that you are
thoroughly informed. My opinion of this situation is that it is certainly unfortunate but is not so severe that it
warrants a city council hearing. I personally feel that this situation is the result of a simple overreaction.
If you are not already aware. I am currently in the process of obtaining a daycare license to operate a
family daycare out of my home. I fear that if my dog were to be deemed dangerous, that this could significantly
impact my abilities to continue with this venture. This would mean a financial loss for my family, but also the
loss of a daycare opportunity for this community at a time when there is such a significant daycare shortage. As
of now I already have a wait list of families who are wanting to attend my home daycare once I am licensed. I
can only imagine the negative impacts I will experience if I must call these families and tell them that I have a
potentially dangerous dog, if the city chooses to deem him as such.
I pray that you would take a look at what I have put together here for you and hope that you are able to
put the matter into a realistic perspective. If there is nothing that you can do at this point, my husband and I will
attend the November 4th meeting and will present this same information to the council members. We also plan
to bring several family members and friends who can attest to the behavior of our dog and specifically its
behavior around children. I will also obtain a statement from the mother of another child whom I watch, as she
does not feel that my dog is a threat to her or her daughter in any way.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or further information. I appreciate you taking the time
to review our situation.
Sincerely,
-Amanda Thompson

I took the liberty of looking up the state statutes, to further my understanding of them and to hopefully shed
some clarity on the matter.

References: https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/347.50
347.50 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1.Terms.

For the purpose of sections 347.50 to 347.56, the terms defined in this section have the meanings given
them.
Subd. 2.Dangerous dog.
"Dangerous dog" means any dog that has:
(1) without provocation, inflicted substantial bodily harm on a human being on public or private
property;
(2) killed a domestic animal without provocation while off the owner's property; or
(3) been found to be potentially dangerous, and after the owner has notice that the dog is potentially
dangerous, the dog aggressively bites, attacks, or endangers the safety of humans or domestic animals.
Subd. 3.Potentially dangerous dog.
"Potentially dangerous dog" means any dog that:
(1) when unprovoked, inflicts bites on a human or domestic animal on public or private property;
(2) when unprovoked, chases or approaches a person, including a person on a bicycle, upon the streets,
sidewalks, or any public or private property, other than the dog owner's property, in an apparent attitude of
attack; or
(3) has a known propensity, tendency, or disposition to attack unprovoked, causing injury or otherwise
threatening the safety of humans or domestic animals.
Subd. 6.Substantial bodily harm.

"Substantial bodily harm" has the meaning given it under section 609.02, subdivision 7a.
§
Subd. 7a.Substantial bodily harm.

"Substantial bodily harm" means bodily injury which involves a temporary but substantial
disfigurement, or which causes a temporary but substantial loss or impairment of the function of any bodily
member or organ, or which causes a fracture of any bodily member.
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City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Section A

Definitions

The terms defined in this section have the meanings given herein, unless the context in which they are used
indicates a different meaning:
"City" means the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota; also referred to as a "Municipality".
"City Council" means the City Council of the City; also referred to as the "Governing Body".
"County" means Faribault County, Minnesota
"Development District" means Municipal Development District No. 9 in the City, which is described in the
corresponding Development Program.
"Development Program" means the Development Program for the Development District.
"Project Area" means the geographic area of the Development District.
"School District" means Independent School District No. 2860, Minnesota.
"State" means the State of Minnesota.
"TIF Act" means Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 through 469.1794, both inclusive.
"TIF District" means Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1.
"TIF Plan" means the tax increment financing plan for the TIF District (this document).
Section B

Statutory Authorization

See the Development Program for the Municipal Development District.
Section C

Statement of Need and Public Purpose

See the Development Program for the Municipal Development District.
Section D

Statement of Objectives

See the Development Program for the Municipal Development District.
Section E

Designation of Tax Increment Financing District as an
Economic Development District

Economic development districts are a type of tax increment financing district which consist of any project, or portions
of a project, which the City finds to be in the public interest because:
(1)

it will discourage commerce, industry, or manufacturing from moving their operations to
another state or municipality;
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City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
(2)

it will result in increased employment in the state;

(3)

it will result in preservation and enhancement of the tax base of the state; or

(4)

it satisfies the requirements of a workforce housing project.

The TIF District qualifies as an economic development district in that the proposed development described in this TIF
Plan (see Section I) meets the criteria listed above in (2) and (3). Without establishment of the TIF District, the
proposed development would not occur within the City. The proposed development will also result in increased
employment and enhancement of the tax base in both the City and the State.
Tax increments from an economic development district must be used to provide improvements, loans, subsidies,
grants, interest rate subsidies, or other assistance in which at least 85% of the square footage of the facilities to be
constructed are used for any of the following purposes:
(1)

manufacturing or production of tangible personal property, including processing, resulting in the
change of the condition of the property;

(2)

warehousing, storage and distribution of tangible personal property, excluding retail sales;

(3)

research and development related to the activities listed in (1) or (2) above;

(4)

telemarketing if that activity is the exclusive use of the property;

(5)

tourism facilities (see M.S. Section 469.174, Subd. 22);

(6)

space necessary for and related to the activities listed in (1) through (5) above; or

(7)

a workforce housing project that satisfies the requirements.

Tax increments from the TIF District will be used to provide financial assistance to the proposed development (see
Section I), in which over 85% of the square footage of the facilities to be constructed will be used for warehousing,
storage and distribution of tangible personal property, excluding retail sales as listed in (2) above.
Section F

Duration of the TIF District

Economic development districts may remain in existence 8 years from the date of receipt by the City of the first tax
increment. The City anticipates that the TIF District may remain in existence the maximum duration allowed by law
(projected to be through the year 2029). However the City will decertify the TIF District earlier upon fulfillment of all
District obligations.
Section G

Property to be Included in the TIF District

The TIF District is an approximate 4.87 acre area of land located within the Project Area. A map showing the location
of the TIF District is shown in Exhibit I. The boundaries and area encompassed by the TIF District are described
below:
Parcel ID Number Legal Description
212080310

BAKER TILLY
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The area encompassed by the TIF District shall also include all street or utility right-of-ways located upon or adjacent
to the property described above.
Section H

Property to be Acquired in the TIF District

The City may acquire and sell any or all of the property located within the TIF District; and does not anticipate
acquiring any property in conjunction with this project. The City will be sellilng to the developer for development to
occur.
Section I

Specific Development Expected to Occur Within the TIF District

The proposed development is expected to consist of the construction of a new warehousing facility with a total of
53,250 square feet comprising of 41,250 for warehouse space, 10,000 square feet for a conditioning room and 2,000
square feet for office space. The new facility is for Thriving Acres and would be constructed within the City of Blue
Earth. The development will result in increased tax base for the City and an expected increased employment within
the City with retained employment within the State, in compliance with statutory requirements. It is anticipated tax
increment will be used to finance a portion of the extraordinary acquisition, site development, public improvements,
and infrastructure costs related to the project. In addition, the City anticipates using available tax increment for
related administrative expenses and any other eligible expenditures associated with the development of the site.
Construction of the facility is projected to start in 2019 and is expected to be fully constructed by December 31, 2020,
and be 100% assessed and on the tax rolls as of January 2, 2021 for taxes payable in 2022.
At the time this document was prepared there were no signed construction contracts with regards to the above
described development.
Section J

Findings and Need for Tax Increment Financing

In establishing the TIF District, the City makes the following findings:
(1)

The TIF District qualifies as an economic development district;
See Section E of this document for the reasons and facts supporting this finding.

(2) The proposed development, in the opinion of the City, would not reasonably be expected to occur solely
through private investment within the reasonably foreseeable future, and the increased market value of
the site that could reasonably be expected to occur without the use of tax increment would be less than
the increase in market value estimated to result from the proposed development after subtracting the
present value of the projected tax increments for the maximum duration of the TIF District permitted by
the TIF Plan.
Factual basis:
Proposed development not expected to occur:
The proposed development is expected to consist of the construction of a new warehousing facility with a
total of 53,250 square feet comprising of 41,250 for warehouse space, 10,000 square feet for a conditioning
room and 2,000 square feet for office space. The proposed developer of the site has submitted information
to the city demonstrating that the development of this site is not financially feasible without the assistance
provided in this TIF Plan.
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The City has determined that the proposed development would not occur but for the financial assistance
provided in this TIF Plan because of the high cost of construction at the site due to the need for significant
site development and public improvement infrastructure costs necessary for development to occur.
Specifically, site preparation on the site and utilities to serve the development. Due to the high costs of
investment for the proposed project, including acquisition, site improvements, public improvements, and
infrastructure costs that would be incurred by the developer in conjunction with development of the project,
the developer has stated that the project as proposed would not occur without the financial assistance
provided by the City, as it would not be economically feasible without financial assistance. The City finds
the use of tax increment necessary to finance a portion of the acquisition, site improvement, public
improvements and infrastructure costs to facilitate development of the project and developer investment.
The City anticipates providing financial assistance on both an upfront and pay-as-you-go basis.
No higher market value expected:
The increased market value of the site that could reasonably be expected to occur without the use of tax
increment financing would be less than the increase in market value estimated to result from the proposed
development after subtracting the present value of the projected tax increments for the maximum duration of
the TIF District permitted by the TIF Plan. Without the improvements the City has no reason to expect that
significant development would occur without assistance similar to that provided in this plan. For the same
reasons that the desired development described above is not feasible without tax increment assistance, the
City believes that no alternative development is likely to occur without similar assistance.
To summarize the basis for the City’s findings regarding alternative market value, in accordance with
Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.175, Subd. 3(d), the City makes the following determinations:
a.

The City’s estimate of the amount by which the market value of the site will increase without the
use of tax increment financing is $0 (for the reasons described above), except some unknown
amount of appreciation.
b.
If the proposed development to be assisted with tax increment occurs in the District, the
total increase in market value would be approximately $892,813 including the value of the building
(See Exhibit V).
c.
The present value of tax increments from the District for the maximum duration of the
district permitted by the TIF Plan is estimated to be $145,628 (See Exhibit V).
d.
Even if some development other than the proposed development were to occur, the City
finds that no alternative would occur that would produce a market value increase greater than
$747,185 (the amount in clause b less the amount in clause c) without tax increment assistance.

(3)

The TIF Plan would afford maximum opportunity, consistent with the sound needs of the City as a
whole, for development of the Project Area by private enterprise.

Factual basis: The proposed development is the construction of a new large manufacturing facility in the
Project Area that is expected to create new jobs in the City, plus create new tax base for the City and the
State. The development meets the City’s economic development goals in terms of tax base expansion, job
retention, and wage levels.
(4)

The TIF Plan conforms to general plans for development of the City as a whole.

Factual basis: The City has determined that the development proposed in the TIF Plan conforms to the
City comprehensive plan.
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Section K

Estimated Public Costs

The estimated public costs of the TIF District are listed below. Such costs are eligible for reimbursement from tax
increments of the TIF District.

Land/Building Acquisition
Site Improvements/Preparation Costs
Installation of Public Infrastructure Improvements
Other Qualifying Improvements
Administrative Costs
Loan Interest Costs

$0
$0
$0
$166,540
$18,507
$0

Total

$185,047

The City anticipates using tax increment to the extent available to assist with financing a portion of the site
improvements and infrastructure costs, related administrative expenses, and other TIF-eligible expenditures as
necessary and related to development of the project.
The City reserves the right to administratively adjust the amount of any of the items listed above or to incorporate
additional eligible items, so long as the total estimated public cost is not increased.
Section L

Estimated Sources of Revenue

Tax increment revenue
Interest on invested funds
Other
Total

$185,047
0
0
$185,047

The City anticipates providing financial assistance on both an upfront and pay-as-you-go basis for site improvement
and infrastructure costs, as well as other TIF-eligible expenses related to the proposed development. As tax
increments are collected from the TIF District in future years, a portion of these taxes will be used by the City to
reimburse itself and the developer/owner for public costs incurred (see Section K).
The City reserves the right to finance any or all public costs of the TIF District using pay-as-you-go assistance,
internal funding, general obligation or revenue debt (referred to together as “TIF Bonds”), or any other financing
mechanism authorized by law. The City also reserves the right to use other sources of revenue legally applicable to
the Project Area to pay for such costs including, but not limited to, special assessments, utility revenues, federal or
state funds, and investment income.
Section M

Estimated Amount of Bonded Indebtedness

The maximum principal amount of bonds (as defined in the TIF Act) secured in whole or part with tax increment from
the TIF District is $185,047. The City currently plans to finance the improvement costs in the form of both an upfront
interfund loan and pay-as-you go revenue note, but reserves the right to issue bonds in any form, including without
limitation any interfund loan(s) with interest not to exceed the maximum permitted under Section 469.178, subd. 7 of
the TIF Act.
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Section N

Original Net Tax Capacity

The County Auditor shall certify the original net tax capacity of the TIF District. This value will be equal to the total
net tax capacity of all property in the TIF District as certified by the State Commissioner of Revenue. For districts
certified between January 1 and June 30, inclusive, this value is based on the previous assessment year. For
districts certified between July 1 and December 31, inclusive, this value is based on the current assessment year.
The Estimated Market Value of all property within the TIF District as of January 2, 2018, for taxes payable in 2019, is
$27,200 and the estimated tax capacity is $408, which is estimated to be the original net tax capacity of the TIF
District upon establishment and subsequent certification. This also includes an anticipated lot split with partial value
included within the district and reclassification of the property to commercial-industrial from tax exempt.
Each year the County Auditor shall certify the amount that the original net tax capacity has increased or decreased
as a result of:
(1)

changes in the tax-exempt status of property;

(2)

reductions or enlargements of the geographic area of the TIF District;

(3)

changes due to stipulation agreements or abatements; or

(4)

changes in property classification rates.

Section O

Original Tax Capacity Rate

The County Auditor shall also certify the original tax capacity rate of the TIF District. This rate shall be the sum of all
local tax rates that apply to property in the TIF District. This rate shall be for the same taxes payable year as the
original net tax capacity.
In future years, the amount of tax increment generated by the TIF District will be calculated using the lesser of (a) the
sum of the current local tax rates at that time or (b) the original tax capacity rate of the TIF District.
The request for certification of the District is expected to occur after June 30, 2019 and prior to July 1, 2020. As a
result, the local tax rates for taxes payable 2020 will be applicable. The sum of all local tax rates that apply to
property within the District, for taxes levied in 2018 and payable in 2019 is 143.737%. The County Auditor shall certify
the applicable year’s amount as the original tax capacity rate of the TIF District.
2019/2020
Taxing Jurisdiction
Local Tax Rate
City of Blue Earth
Faribault County
ISD #2860
Other
Total
Section P

98.549%
36.693%
8.318%
0.117%
143.737%

Projected Retained Captured Net Tax Capacity and
Projected Tax Increment

The City anticipates that the project will begin construction in 2019 and be 25% completed by December 31, 2019,
creating a total tax capacity for TIF District No. 9-1 of $3,261 as of January 2, 2020. The captured tax capacity as of
that date is estimated to be $2,853 and the first year of tax increment is estimated to be $4,206 payable in 2021. The
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project is anticipated to be 100% constructed by the end of 2020, resulting in a total tax capacity as of January 2,
2021 of $14,177. The captured tax capacity as of that date is estimated to be $13,769 and first full year of increment
of $20,301 in payable 2022. A complete schedule of estimated tax increment from the TIF District is shown in Exhibit
III.
The estimates shown in this TIF plan assume that commercial class rates remain at 1.5% of the estimated market
value up to $150,000 and 2.0% of the estimated market value over $150,000, and assume 2% annual increases in
market values.
Each year the County Auditor shall determine the current net tax capacity of all property in the TIF District. To the
extent that this total exceeds the original net tax capacity, the difference shall be known as the captured net tax
capacity of the TIF District.
The County Auditor shall certify to the City the amount of captured net tax capacity each year. The City may choose
to retain any or all of this amount. It is the City's intention to retain 100% of the captured net tax capacity of the TIF
District. Such amount shall be known as the retained captured net tax capacity of the TIF District.
Exhibit II gives a listing of the various information and assumptions used in preparing a number of the exhibits
contained in this TIF Plan, including Exhibit III which shows the projected tax increment generated over the
anticipated life of the TIF District.
Section Q

Use of Tax Increment

Each year the County Treasurer shall deduct 0.36% of the annual tax increment generated by the TIF District and
pay such amount to the State's General Fund. Such amounts will be appropriated to the State Auditor for the cost of
financial reporting and auditing of tax increment financing information throughout the state. Exhibit III shows the
projected deduction for this purpose over the anticipated life of the TIF District.
The City has determined that it will use 100% of the remaining tax increment generated by the TIF District for any of
the following purposes:
(1)

pay for the estimated public costs of the TIF District (see Section K) and County administrative
costs associated with the TIF District (see Section T);

(2)

pay principal and interest on tax increment bonds or other bonds issued to finance the estimated
public costs of the TIF District;

(3)

accumulate a reserve securing the payment of tax increment bonds or other bonds issued to
finance the estimated public costs of the TIF District;

(4)

pay all or a portion of the county road costs as may be required by the County Board under M.S.
Section 469.175, Subdivision 1a; or

(5)

return excess tax increments to the County Auditor for redistribution to the City, County and School
District.

Tax increments from property located in one county must be expended for the direct and primary benefit of a project
located within that county, unless the county board involved waives this requirement. Tax increments shall not be
used to circumvent levy limitations applicable to the City.
Tax increment shall not be used to finance the acquisition, construction, renovation, operation, or maintenance of a
building to be used primarily and regularly for conducting the business of a municipality, county, school district, or any
other local unit of government or the State or federal government, or for a commons area used as a public park, or a
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facility used for social, recreational, or conference purposes. This prohibition does not apply to the construction or
renovation of a parking structure or of a privately owned facility for conference purposes.
If there exists any type of agreement or arrangement providing for the developer, or other beneficiary of assistance,
to repay all or a portion of the assistance that was paid or financed with tax increments, such payments shall be
subject to all of the restrictions imposed on the use of tax increments. Assistance includes sale of property at less
than the cost of acquisition or fair market value, grants, ground or other leases at less then fair market rent, interest
rate subsidies, utility service connections, roads, or other similar assistance that would otherwise be paid for by the
developer or beneficiary.
Section R

Excess Tax Increment

In any year in which the tax increments from the TIF District exceed the amount necessary to pay the estimated
public costs authorized by the TIF Plan, the City shall use the excess tax increments to:
(1)

prepay any outstanding tax increment bonds;

(2)

discharge the pledge of tax increments thereof;

(3)

pay amounts into an escrow account dedicated to the payment of the tax increment bonds; or

(4)

return excess tax increments to the County Auditor for redistribution to the City, County and School
District. The County Auditor must report to the Commissioner of Education the amount of any
excess tax increment redistributed to the School District within 30 days of such redistribution.

Section S

Tax Increment Pooling and the Five Year Rule

At least 80% of the tax increments from the TIF District must be expended on activities within the district or to pay for
bonds used to finance the estimated public costs of the TIF District (see Section E for additional restrictions). No
more than 20% of the tax increments may be spent on costs outside of the TIF District but within the boundaries of
the Project Area, except to pay debt service on credit enhanced bonds. All administrative expenses are considered
to have been spent outside of the TIF District. Revenues derived from tax increments paid by properties in the TIF
District are considered to have been spent within the TIF District if such amounts are:
(1)

actually paid to a third party for activities performed within the TIF District within five years after
certification of the district;

(2)

used to pay bonds that were issued and sold to a third party, the proceeds of which are reasonably
expected on the date of issuance to be spent within the later of the five-year period or a reasonable
temporary period or are deposited in a reasonably required reserve or replacement fund.

(3)

used to make payments or reimbursements to a third party under binding contracts for activities
performed within the TIF District, which were entered into within five years after certification of the
district; or

(4)

used to reimburse a party for payment of eligible costs (including interest) incurred within five years
from certification of the district.

Beginning with the sixth year following certification of the TIF District, at least 80% of the tax increments must be
used to pay outstanding bonds or make contractual payments obligated within the first five years. When outstanding
bonds have been defeased and sufficient money has been set aside to pay for such contractual obligations, the TIF
District must be decertified.
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The City expects that allowable pooling expenditures will be made outside of the TIF District and within the Project
Area (along with allowable administrative expenses), and such expenditures are expressly authorized in this TIF
Plan.
Section T

Limitation on Administrative Expenses

Administrative expenses are defined as all costs of the City other than:
(1)

amounts paid for the purchase of land;

(2)

amounts paid for materials and services, including architectural and engineering services directly
connected with the physical development of the real property in the project;

(3)

relocation benefits paid to, or services provided for, persons residing or businesses located in the
project;

(4)

amounts used to pay principal or interest on, fund a reserve for, or sell at a discount bonds issued
pursuant to section 469.178; or

(5)

amounts used to pay other financial obligations to the extent those obligations were used to
finance costs described in clause (1) to (3).
Administrative expenses include amounts paid for services provided by bond counsel, fiscal consultants, planning or
economic development consultants, and actual costs incurred by the County in administering the TIF District. Tax
increments may be used to pay administrative expenses of the TIF District up to the lesser of (a) 10% of the total tax
increment expenditures authorized by the TIF Plan or (b) 10% of the total tax increments received by the TIF District.
Section U

Limitation on Property Not Subject to Improvements - Four Year Rule

If after four years from certification of the TIF District no demolition, rehabilitation, renovation, or qualified
improvement of an adjacent street has commenced on a parcel located within the TIF District, then that parcel shall
be excluded from the TIF District and the original net tax capacity shall be adjusted accordingly. Qualified
improvements of a street are limited to construction or opening of a new street, relocation of a street, or substantial
reconstruction or rebuilding of an existing street. The City must submit to the County Auditor, by February 1 of the
fifth year, evidence that the required activity has taken place for each parcel in the TIF District.
If a parcel is excluded from the TIF District and the City or owner of the parcel subsequently commences any of the
above activities, the City shall certify to the County Auditor that such activity has commenced and the parcel shall
once again be included in the TIF District. The County Auditor shall certify the net tax capacity of the parcel, as most
recently certified by the Commissioner of Revenue, and add such amount to the original net tax capacity of the TIF
District.
Section V

Estimated Impact on Other Taxing Jurisdictions

Exhibit IV shows the estimated impact on other taxing jurisdictions if the maximum projected retained captured net
tax capacity of the TIF District was hypothetically available to the other taxing jurisdictions. The City believes that
there will be no adverse impact on other taxing jurisdictions during the life of the TIF District, since the proposed
development would not have occurred without the establishment of the TIF District and the provision of public
assistance. A positive impact on other taxing jurisdictions will occur when the TIF District is decertified and the
development therein becomes part of the general tax base.
The fiscal and economic implications of the proposed tax increment financing district, as pursuant to Minnesota
Statutes, Section 469.175, Subdivision 2, are listed below.
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1. The total amount of tax increment that will be generated over the life of the district is estimated to be
$185,715.
2. To the extent the facility in the proposed TIF District generates any public cost impacts on city-provided
services such as police and fire protection, public infrastructure, and borrowing costs attributable to the
district, such costs will be levied upon the taxable net tax capacity of the City, excluding that portion
captured by the District. The City does not anticipate issuing bonds in conjunction with this project.
3. The amount of tax increments over the life of the district that would be attributable to school district levies,
assuming the school district’s share of the total local tax rate for all taxing jurisdictions remained the same,
is estimated to be $13,367.
4. The amount of tax increments over the life of the district that would be attributable to county levies,
assuming the county’s share of the total local tax rate for all taxing jurisdictions remained the same is
estimated to be $47,994
5. No additional information has been requested by the county or school district that would enable it to
determine additional costs that will accrue to it due to the development proposed for the district.
Section W

Prior Planned Improvements

The City shall accompany its request for certification to the County Auditor (or notice of district enlargement), with a
listing of all properties within the TIF District for which building permits have been issued during the 18 months
immediately preceding approval of the TIF Plan. The County Auditor shall increase the original net tax capacity of
the TIF District by the net tax capacity of each improvement for which a building permit was issued.
There have been no building permits issued in the last 18 months in conjunction with any of the properties within the
TIF District.
Section X

Development Agreements

If within a project containing an economic development district, more than 10% of the acreage of the property to be
acquired by the City is purchased with tax increment bonds proceeds (to which tax increment from the property is
pledged), then prior to such acquisition, the City must enter into an agreement for the development of the property.
Such agreement must provide recourse for the City should the development not be completed.
The City anticipates entering into an agreement for development, but does not anticipate acquiring any property
located within the TIF District.
Section Y

Assessment Agreements

The City may, upon entering into a development agreement, also enter into an assessment agreement with the
developer, which establishes a minimum market value of the land and improvements for each year during the life of
the TIF District.
The assessment agreement shall be presented to the County or City Assessor who shall review the plans and
specifications for the improvements to be constructed, review the market value previously assigned to the land, and
so long as the minimum market value contained in the assessment agreement appears to be an accurate estimate,
shall certify the assessment agreement as reasonable. The assessment agreement shall be filed for record in the
office of the County Recorder of each county where the property is located. Any modification or premature
termination of this agreement must first be approved by the City, County and School District.
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The City reserves the right to enter into an assessment agreement in conjunction with the project and accompanying
Development Agreement, as necessary for financing of the project.
Section Z

Modifications of the Tax Increment Financing Plan

Any reduction or enlargement in the geographic area of the Project Area or the TIF District; increase in the
amount of bonded indebtedness to be incurred; a determination to capitalize interest on the debt if that
determination was not part of the original TIF Plan, increase in the amount of capitalized interest; increase in
that portion of the captured net tax capacity to be retained by the City; increase in the total estimated public
costs; or designation of additional property to be acquired by the City shall be approved only after satisfying
all the necessary requirements for approval of the original TIF Plan. This paragraph does not apply if:
(1)

the only modification is elimination of parcels from the TIF District; and

(2)

the current net tax capacity of the parcels eliminated equals or exceeds the net tax capacity of
those parcels in the TIF District's original net tax capacity, or the City agrees that the TIF District's
original net tax capacity will be reduced by no more than the current net tax capacity of the parcels
eliminated.

The City must notify the County Auditor of any modification that reduces or enlarges the geographic area of the TIF
District. The geographic area of the TIF District may be reduced but not enlarged after five years following the date
of certification.
Section AA

Administration of the Tax Increment Financing Plan

Upon adoption of the TIF Plan, the City shall submit a copy of such plan to the Minnesota Department of Revenue.
The City shall also request that the County Auditor certify the original net tax capacity and net tax capacity rate of the
TIF District. To assist the County Auditor in this process, the City shall submit copies of the TIF Plan, the resolution
establishing the TIF District and adopting the TIF Plan, and a listing of any prior planned improvements. The City
shall also send the County Assessor any assessment agreement establishing the minimum market value of land and
improvements in the TIF District, and shall request that the County Assessor review and certify this assessment
agreement as reasonable.
The County shall distribute to the City the amount of tax increment as it becomes available. The amount of tax
increment in any year represents the applicable property taxes generated by the retained captured net tax capacity of
the TIF District. The amount of tax increment may change due to development anticipated by the TIF Plan, other
development, inflation of property values, or changes in property classification rates or formulas. In administering
and implementing the TIF Plan, the following actions should occur on an annual basis:
(1)

prior to July 1, the City shall notify the County Assessor of any new development that has occurred
in the TIF District during the past year to insure that the new value will be recorded in a timely
manner.

(2)

if the County Auditor receives the request for certification of a new TIF District, or for modification
of an existing TIF District, before July 1, the request shall be recognized in determining local tax
rates for the current and subsequent levy years. Requests received on or after July 1 shall be
used to determine local tax rates in subsequent years.

(3)

each year the County Auditor shall certify the amount of the original net tax capacity of the TIF
District. The amount certified shall reflect any changes that occur as a result of the following:
(a)
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(b)

the original net tax capacity may be modified by any approved enlargement or reduction
of the TIF District;

(c)

if laws governing the classification of real property cause changes to the percentage of
estimated market value to be applied for property tax purposes, then the resulting
increase or decrease in net tax capacity shall be applied proportionately to the original net
tax capacity and the retained captured net tax capacity of the TIF District.

The County Auditor shall notify the City of all changes made to the original net tax capacity of the TIF District.
Section AB

Filing TIF Plan, Financial Reporting and Disclosure Requirements

The City will file the TIF Plan, and any subsequent amendments thereto, with the Commissioner of Revenue and the
Office of the State Auditor pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.175, subdivision 4A. The City will comply
with all reporting requirements for the TIF District under Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.175, subdivisions 5 and 6.
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Exhibit I
Map of Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1
within
Development District No. 9
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Exhibit II
Assumptions Report
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1
Proposed Thriving Acres ED Project
Final TIF Plan Exhibits based on 53,250 SF Facility with $720,535 incremental building value
Type of Tax Increment Financing District
Maximum Duration of TIF District

Economic Development
8 years from 1st increment

Projected Certification Request Date
Decertification Date

12/30/19
12/31/29

(9 Years of Increment)

2018/2019
Base Estimated Market Value

$27,200

Original Net Tax Capacity

$408
Assessment/Collection Year
2019/2020

Base Estimated Market Value
Estimated Increase in Value - New Construction
Total Estimated Market Value
Total Net Tax Capacity
City of Blue Earth
Faribault County
ISD #2860
Other

2022/2023

$27,200
0

$27,200
180,134

$27,200
725,939

$27,200
747,717

27,200

207,334

753,139

774,917

$408

$3,261

$14,177

$14,612

147.441%

Administrative Retainage Percent (maximum = 10%)
Pooling Percent

Present Value Date & Rate

2021/2022

98.549%
38.103%
10.612%
0.177%

Local Tax Capacity Rate

Bonds
Bonds Dated
Bond Rate
Bond Amount

2020/2021

NA
NA
NA
11/04/19

2018/2019

10.00%
0.00%
Interfund Loan
Loan Dated
Loan Rate
Loan Amount
4.00% PV Amount

11/04/19
4.00%
$129,500
$129,331

Notes
Projections assume no future changes to classification rates and current tax rates remain constant.
Preliminary estimatated increase in incremental value of $720,535 as provided by County Assessor.
Projections assume construction begins in 2019, with project completed in 2020.
Projections include a 3% market value inflation assumption.
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Exhibit III

Projected Tax Increment Report
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1
Proposed Thriving Acres ED Project
Draft Revenue Projections based on 53,250 SF Facility with $720,535 incremental building value
Annual
Period
Ending
(1)

Total
Market
Value
(2)

12/31/19
12/31/20
12/31/21
12/31/22
12/31/23
12/31/24
12/31/25
12/31/26
12/31/27
12/31/28
12/31/29

27,200
27,200
207,334
753,139
774,917
797,349
820,453
844,251
868,762
894,009
920,013

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Total
Net Tax
Capacity
(3)
408
408
3,261
14,177
14,612
15,061
15,523
15,999
16,489
16,994
17,514

Less:
Original
Net Tax
Capacity
(4)
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408
408

Retained
Captured
Net Tax
Capacity
(5)
0
0
2,853
13,769
14,204
14,653
15,115
15,591
16,081
16,586
17,106

Times:
Tax
Capacity
Rate
(6)
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%
147.441%

Annual
Gross Tax
Increment
(7)

Less:
State Aud.
Deduction
0.360%
(8)

Subtotal
Net Tax
Increment
(9)

Less:
City
Retainage
10.00%
(10)

P.V.
Annual
Net Rev. To
11/04/19
4.00%

Annual
Net
Revenue
(11)

0
0
4,206
20,301
20,943
21,604
22,286
22,988
23,710
24,455
25,222

0
0
15
73
75
78
80
83
85
88
91

0
0
4,191
20,228
20,868
21,526
22,206
22,905
23,625
24,367
25,131

0
0
419
2,023
2,087
2,153
2,221
2,291
2,363
2,437
2,513

0
0
3,772
18,205
18,781
19,373
19,985
20,614
21,262
21,930
22,618

0
0
3,487
16,184
16,054
15,923
15,794
15,665
15,536
15,408
15,280

$185,715

$668

$185,047

$18,507

$166,540

$129,331

Total estimated market value based on information provided by County Assessor
preliminary and may be subject to further review. Includes 3% annual market value inflator
Total net tax capacity based on commercial-industrial class rate of 1.5% first $150,000 value and 2% value above $150,000
Original net tax capacity based on portion of existing land value for 1 parcel to be included in development
Total local tax capacity rate for taxes payable 2019
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Exhibit IV

Estimated Impact on Other Taxing Jurisdictions Report
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1
Proposed Thriving Acres ED Project
Draft Revenue Projections based on 53,250 SF Facility with $720,535 incremental building value
Without
Project or TIF District

Taxing
Jurisdiction

Final
2018/2019
Taxable
Net Tax
Capacity (1)

2018/2019
Local
Tax Rate

With Project and TIF District
Projected
Retained
Captured
Net Tax
+ Capacity

2018/2019
Taxable
Net Tax
Capacity (1)

New
Taxable
Net Tax
= Capacity

Hypothetical
Adjusted
Local
Tax Rate (*)

Hypothetical
Hypothetical Tax Generated
Decrease In
by Retained
Local
Captured
Tax Rate (*)
N.T.C. (*)

City of Blue Earth

1,564,442

98.549%

1,564,442

$17,106

1,581,548

97.483%

1.066%

16,676

Faribault County

29,666,725

38.103%

29,666,725

17,106

29,683,831

38.081%

0.022%

6,514

ISD #2860

16,914,629

10.612%

16,914,629

17,106

16,931,735

10.601%

0.011%

1,813

0.177%

-

146.342%

1.099%

Other

-

Totals

0.177%

-

-

147.441%

-

-

* Statement 1: If the projected Retained Captured Net Tax Capacity of the TIF District was hypothetically available to each of
the taxing jurisdictions above, the result would be a lower local tax rate (see Hypothetical Adjusted Tax Rate above)
which would produce the same amount of taxes for each taxing jurisdiction. In such a case, the total local tax rate
would decrease by 1.099% (see Hypothetical Decrease in Local Tax Rate above). The hypothetical tax that the
Retained Captured Net Tax Capacity of the TIF District would generate is also shown above.
Statement 2: Since the projected Retained Captured Net Tax Capacity of the TIF District is not available to the taxing jurisdictions,
then there is no impact on taxes levied or local tax rates.

(1) Taxable net tax capacity = total net tax capacity - captured TIF - fiscal disparity contribution, if applicable.
(2) The impact on these taxing jurisdictions is negligible since they represent only 0.12% of the total tax rate.
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Exhibit V
Market Value Analysis Report
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1
Proposed Thriving Acres ED Project
Draft Revenue Projections based on 53,250 SF Facility with $720,535 incremental building value

Assumptions
Present Value Date
P.V. Rate - Gross T.I.

12/30/19
4.00%

Increase in EMV With TIF District
Less: P.V of Gross Tax Increment

$892,813
145,628

Subtotal
Less: Increase in EMV Without TIF

$747,185
0

Difference

$747,185

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

Annual
Gross Tax
Increment

Present
Value @
4.00%

4,206
20,301
20,943
21,604
22,286
22,988
23,710
24,455
25,222

3,927
18,223
18,077
17,930
17,785
17,639
17,493
17,349
17,205

$185,715

$145,628
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-19
RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT NO. 9
AND ADOPTING THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM THEREFOR; ESTABLISHING
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) DISTRICT NO. 9-1
WITHIN MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT NO. 9 AND ADOPTING THE
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING PLAN THEREFOR
WHEREAS:
A.
It has been proposed that the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota (the "City") (a) establish
Municipal Development District No. 9 (the "Development District"); (b) adopt a Development Program
for the Development District; (c) establish Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District
No. 9-1 therein (the "TIF District") and (d) approve and adopt the proposed Tax Increment Financing Plan
therefor under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 to 469.1794, as amended (the
"Act"); and
B.
The City Council has investigated the facts and has caused to be prepared a development
program for the establishment of the Development District (the "Development Program"), and has caused
to be prepared a proposed tax increment financing plan for the TIF District therein (the "TIF Plan"); and
C.
The City has performed all actions required by law to be performed prior to the approval of
the establishment of the Development District and the establishment of the TIF District therein, and the
adoption of the Development Program and TIF Plan therefor, including, but not limited to, a review of the
Planning Commission of the proposed Development Program and establishment of the TIF District,
notification of Faribault County and Independent School District No. 2860 having taxing jurisdiction over
the property to be included in the TIF District and the holding of a public hearing upon published and
mailed notice as required by law.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Blue Earth as
follows:
1.
Municipal Development District No. 9. There is hereby established in the City a
Municipal Development District No. 9, the initial boundaries of which are fixed and determined as
described in the Development Program.
2.
Development Program. The Development Program for the establishment of the
Development District, a copy of which is on file in the office of the City Administrator, is adopted as the
development program for the Development District.
3.
Tax Increment Financing District No. 9-1. There is hereby established in the City within
the Development District, Tax Increment Financing (Economic Development) District No. 9-1, an
economic development tax increment financing district, the initial boundaries of which are fixed and
determined as described in the TIF Plan.
4.
Tax Increment Financing Plan. The TIF Plan is adopted as the tax increment financing
plan for the TIF District, and the City Council makes the following findings:
(a)
The TIF District is an economic development district as defined in Minnesota
Statutes, Section 469.174, Subd. 12, the specific basis for such determination being that the
construction of an approximately 53,250 square foot warehouse facility (the "Project") will (i)
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result in increased employment in the state; and (ii) result in the preservation and enhancement of
the tax base of the state.
(b)
The proposed redevelopment in the opinion of the City Council, would not occur
solely through private investment within the reasonably foreseeable future. The reasons
supporting this finding are that:
(i)

Private investment will not finance these development activities without assistance
because of prohibitive costs. It is necessary to finance these development activities
through the use of tax increment financing so that this and other development by
private enterprise will occur within the Development District.

(ii)

A comparative analysis of estimated market values both with and without
establishment of the TIF District and the use of tax increments has been performed
as described above. Such analysis is found in Exhibit V of the TIF Plan, and
indicates that the increase in estimated market value of the proposed development
(less the indicated subtractions) exceeds the estimated market value of the site
absent the establishment of the TIF District and the use of tax increments.

(c)
In the opinion of the City Council, the increased market value of the site that could
reasonably be expected to occur without the use of tax increment financing would be less than the
increase in the market value estimated to result from the proposed development after subtracting
the present value of the projected tax increments for the maximum duration of the TIF District
permitted by the TIF Plan. The reasons supporting this finding are set forth in Section J of the TIF
Plan.
(d)
The TIF Plan for the TIF District conforms to the general plan for development or
redevelopment of the City as a whole. The reasons for supporting this finding are that:
(i)

The TIF District is properly zoned; and

(ii)

The TIF Plan will generally compliment and serve to implement policies adopted
by the City.

(e)
The TIF Plan will afford maximum opportunity, consistent with the sound needs of
the City as a whole, for the development or redevelopment of the Development District by private
enterprise. The reasons supporting this finding are that:
The development activities are necessary so that development and redevelopment by
private enterprise can occur within the Development District.
5.
Public Purpose. The adoption of the Development Program for the Development District,
and the adoption of the TIF Plan for the TIF District conform in all respects to the requirements of the Act
and will help fulfill a need to develop an area of the State which is already built up to provide
employment opportunities, to help prevent the emergence of blight, to improve the tax base and to
improve the general economy of the State and thereby serves a public purpose.
6.
Certification. The Auditor of Faribault County is requested to certify the original net tax
capacity of the TIF District as described in the TIF Plan, and to certify in each year thereafter the amount
by which the original net tax capacity has increased or decreased in accordance with the Act; and the City
2
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Administrator is authorized and directed to forthwith transmit this request to the County Auditor in such
form and content as the Auditor may specify, together with a list of all properties within the TIF District
for which building permits have been issued during the 18 months immediately preceding the adoption of
this Resolution.
7.
Filing. The City Administrator is further authorized and directed to file a copy of the
Development Program and TIF Plan for the TIF District with the Commissioner of Revenue and the
Office of the State Auditor.
8.
Administration. The administration of the Development District is assigned to the City
Administrator who shall from time to time be granted such powers and duties pursuant to Minnesota
Statutes, Sections 469.130 and 469.131 as the City Council may deem appropriate.
9.
Interfund Loan. The City has determined to pay for certain costs (the "Qualified Costs")
identified in the TIF Plan consisting of certain administrative expenses, which costs may be financed on a
temporary basis from the City's general fund or any other fund from which such advances may be legally
made (the "Fund"). Under Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.178, Subd. 7, the City is authorized to
advance or loan money from the Fund in order to finance the Qualified Costs. The City intends to
reimburse itself for the payment of the Qualified Costs, plus interest thereon, from tax increments derived
from the TIF District in accordance with the following terms (which terms are referred to collectively as
the "Interfund Loan"):
(a)
The City shall repay to the Fund from which the Qualified Costs are initially paid,
the principal amount of $129,500 (or, if less, the amount actually paid from such fund) together
with interest at 4.00% per annum (which is not more than the greater of (i) the rate specified under
Minnesota Statutes, Section 270C.40, or (ii) the rate specified under Minnesota Statutes, Section
549.09) from the date of the payment.
(b)
Principal and interest on the Interfund Loan ("Payments") shall be paid semiannually on each February 1 and August 1 commencing with the first February 1 or August 1
occurring after the date the tax increments from the TIF District are available and not otherwise
pledged to and including the earlier of (a) the date the principal and accrued interest of the
Interfund Loan is paid in full, or (b) the date of last receipt of tax increment from the TIF District
("Payment Dates") which Payments will be made in the amount and only to the extent of available
tax increments. Payments shall be applied first to accrued interest, and then to unpaid principal.
(c)
Payments on the Interfund Loan are payable solely from the tax increment
generated in the preceding six (6) months with respect to the TIF District and remitted to the City
by Faribault County, all in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 to 469.1794, as
amended. Payments on this Interfund Loan are subordinate to any outstanding or future bonds,
notes or contracts secured in whole or in part with tax increment, and are on parity with any other
outstanding or future interfund loans secured in whole or in part with tax increments.
(d)
The principal sum and all accrued interest payable under this Interfund Loan are
pre-payable in whole or in part at any time by the City without premium or penalty. No partial
prepayment shall affect the amount or timing of any other regular payment otherwise required to
be made under this Interfund Loan.
(e)
The Interfund Loan is evidence of an internal borrowing by the City in accordance
with Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.178, Subd. 7, and is a limited obligation payable solely from
3
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tax increment pledged to the payment hereof under this resolution. The Interfund Loan and the
interest hereon shall not be deemed to constitute a general obligation of the State of Minnesota or
any political subdivision thereof, including, without limitation, the City. Neither the State of
Minnesota, nor any political subdivision thereof shall be obligated to pay the principal of or
interest on the Interfund Loan or other costs incident hereto except out of tax increment, and
neither the full faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State of Minnesota or any political
subdivision thereof is pledged to the payment of the principal of or interest on the Interfund Loan
or other costs incident hereto. The City shall have no obligation to pay any principal amount of
the Interfund Loan or accrued interest thereon, which may remain unpaid after the termination of
the TIF District.
(f)
The City may amend the terms of the Interfund Loan at any time by resolution of
the City Council, including a determination to forgive the outstanding principal amount and
accrued interest to the extent permissible under law.
10.

Development Agreement.

(a)
The Council hereby approves the Development Agreement in substantially the
form submitted, and the Mayor and the City Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to
execute the Development Agreement on behalf of the Council.
(b)
The approval hereby given to the Development Agreement includes approval of
such additional details therein as may be necessary and appropriate and such modifications
thereof, deletions therefrom and additions thereto as may be necessary and appropriate and
approved by the City officials authorized by this resolution to execute the Development
Agreement. The execution of the Development Agreement by the appropriate officer or officers
of the City shall be conclusive evidence of the approval of the Development Agreement in
accordance with the terms hereof.
The motion for the adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by member
_________and upon vote being taken thereon, the following voted in favor thereof:
and the following voted against the same:
Whereupon said resolution was declared duly passed and adopted.
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN

CITY OF BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
AND
THRIVING ACRE SEEDS, LLC

This document drafted by:
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BRIGGS AND MORGAN
Professional Association
2200 IDS Center
80 South 8th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made as of the 1st day of November, 2019, by and between the City
of Blue Earth, Minnesota (the "City"), a municipal corporation existing under the laws of the State
of Minnesota and Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the
"Developer"),
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.124 to 469.133, the City has
heretofore established Municipal Development District No. 9 (the "Development District") and
has adopted a development program therefor (the "Development Program"); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.174 through
469.1794, as amended (hereinafter, the "Tax Increment Act"), the City has heretofore established,
within the Development District, Tax Increment Financing District No. 9-1 (the "Tax Increment
District") and has adopted a tax increment financing plan therefor (the "Tax Increment Plan")
which provides for the use of tax increment financing in connection with certain development
within the Development District; and
WHEREAS, in order to achieve the objectives of the Development Program and
particularly to make the land in the Development District available for development by private
enterprise in conformance with the Development Program, the City has determined to finance
certain costs of a Project (as hereinafter defined) to be constructed within the Tax Increment
District as more particularly set forth in this Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the City believes that the development and construction of the Project, and
fulfillment of this Agreement are vital and are in the best interests of the City, the health, safety,
morals and welfare of residents of the City, and in accordance with the public purpose and
provisions of the applicable state and local laws and requirements under which the Project has
been undertaken and is being assisted; and
WHEREAS, other than certain reporting requirements, the requirements of the Business
Subsidy Law, Minnesota Statutes, Section 116J.993 through 116J.995, do not apply to this
Agreement because the assistance given to the Developer under this Agreement is a business
subsidy of less than $150,000.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual obligations of the
parties hereto, each of them does hereby covenant and agree with the other as follows:
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ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
Section 1.1 Definitions. All capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein
shall have the following meanings unless a different meaning clearly appears from the context:
Agreement means this Agreement, as the same may be from time to time modified,
amended or supplemented;
Assessment Agreement means the agreement, in substantially the form of the agreement
contained in Exhibit B attached hereto and hereby made a part of this Agreement, among the
Developer, the City and the Assessor for the County, entered into pursuant to Article III of this
Agreement;
Assessor's Minimum Market Value means the agreed minimum market value of the
Development Property and Project and for calculation of real property taxes as determined by the
Assessor for the County pursuant to the Assessment Agreement;
City means the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota;
County means Faribault County, Minnesota;
Developer means Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, its
successors and assigns;
Development District means Municipal Development District No. 9, including the real
property described in the Development Program;
Development Program means the development program approved in connection with the
Development District;
Development Property means the real property described in Exhibit A attached to this
Agreement;
Event of Default means any of the events described in Section 4.1 hereof;
Interfund Loan means the interfund loan in the amount of $129,500 with interest at a rate
of 4.00% per annum authorized by the City's Interfund Loan Resolution adopted on November 4,
2019;
Prime Rate means the rate of interest from time to time publicly announced by U.S. Bank
National Association in St. Paul, Minnesota, as its "reference rate" or any successor rate, which
rate shall change as and when that prime rate or successor rate changes;
Project means the construction of an approximately 53,250 square foot warehouse facility
located on the Development Property;
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Purchase Agreement means that certain agreement between the City and the Developer for
the purchase of the Development Property from the City;
State means the State of Minnesota;
Tax Increments means the tax increments derived from the Tax Increment District which
have been received and retained by the City in accordance with the provisions of Minnesota
Statutes, Section 469.177;
Tax Increment Act means Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 through 469.1794, as
amended;
Tax Increment District means Tax Increment Financing District No. 9-1 located within the
Development District, a description of which is set forth in the Tax Increment Financing Plan,
which was qualified as an economic development district under the Tax Increment Act;
Tax Increment Financing Plan means the tax increment financing plan approved for the
Tax Increment District by the City Council on November 4, 2019, and any future amendments
thereto;
Termination Date means the date on which the Tax Increment District expires or is
otherwise terminated.
Unavoidable Delays means delays, outside the control of the party claiming its occurrence,
which are the direct result of strikes, other labor troubles, unusually severe or prolonged bad
weather, acts of God, fire or other casualty to the Project, litigation commenced by third parties
which, by injunction or other similar judicial action or by the exercise of reasonable discretion,
directly results in delays, or acts of any federal, state or local governmental unit (other than the
City) which directly result in delays.
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ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Section 2.1 Representations and Warranties of the City. The City makes the following
representations and warranties:
(1)
The City is a municipal corporation and has the power to enter into this Agreement
and carry out its obligations hereunder.
(2)
The Tax Increment District is an "economic development district" within the
meaning of Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.174, Subdivision 12, and was created, adopted and
approved in accordance with the terms of the Tax Increment Act.
(3)
The development contemplated by this Agreement is in conformance with the
development objectives set forth in the Development Program.
(4)
The City makes no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, as to
the Development Property or its condition or the soil conditions thereon, or that the Development
Property shall be suitable for the Developer's purposes or needs.
Section 2.2 Representations and Warranties of the Developer. The Developer makes
the following representations and warranties:
(1)
The Developer is a Delaware limited liability company and has the power and
authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder, and doing so will
not violate its articles of organization, member control agreement or operating agreement, or the
laws of the State and by proper action has authorized the execution and delivery of this Agreement.
(2)
The Developer shall cause the Project to be constructed in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement, the Development Program, and all applicable local, state and federal laws
and regulations (including, but not limited to, environmental, zoning, energy conservation,
building code and public health laws and regulations).
(3)
The construction of the Project would not be undertaken by the Developer, and in
the opinion of the Developer would not have been or be economically feasible within the
reasonably foreseeable future, without the assistance and benefit to the Developer provided for in
this Agreement.
(4)
The Developer will use its best efforts to obtain, or cause to be obtained, in a timely
manner, all required permits, licenses and approvals, and will meet, in a timely manner, all
requirements of all applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations which must be obtained
or met before the Project may be lawfully constructed.
(5)
Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the
transactions contemplated hereby, nor the fulfillment of or compliance with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement is prevented, limited by or conflicts with or results in a breach of,
the terms, conditions or provision of any contractual restriction, evidence of indebtedness,
4
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agreement or instrument of whatever nature to which the Developer is now a party or by which it
is bound, or constitutes a default under any of the foregoing.
(6)
The Developer will cooperate fully with the City with respect to any litigation
commenced with respect to the Project.
(7)
The Developer will cooperate fully with the City in resolution of any traffic,
parking, trash removal or public safety problems which may arise in connection with the
construction and operation of the Project.
(8)
The construction of the Project shall commence no later than December 31, 2019
and barring Unavoidable Delays, will be substantially completed by December 31, 2020.
(9)
The Developer will not seek a reduction in the market value as determined by the
County Assessor of the Project for the period of time that the Tax Increment District exists.
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ARTICLE III
UNDERTAKINGS BY DEVELOPER AND CITY
Section 3.1 Development Property. The City agrees to sell the Developer the
Development Property for the purchase price set forth in the Purchase Agreement in accordance
with the provisions of the Purchase Agreement. The City shall use the Tax Increments to pay the
Interfund Loan. It is expected that the Tax Increments to be received by the City will be in the
principal amount of $129,500 plus interest at 4.00%.
Section 3.2 DEED Reports. The Developer shall provide the City with information
about the Project as requested by the City so that the City can satisfy the reporting requirements
of Minnesota Statutes, Section 116J.994, Subd. 8.
Section 3.3 Execution of Assessment Agreement. Simultaneously with the execution
of this Agreement, the Developer and the City shall execute an Assessment Agreement pursuant
to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.177, Subdivision 8, specifying the Assessor's
Minimum Market Value for the Development Property and the Project for calculation of real
property taxes. Specifically, the Developer shall agree to a market value for the Development
Property and the Project which will result in a market value as of January 2, 2021 of not less than
$747,700 until December 31, 2029 (such minimum market value at the time applicable is herein
referred to as the "Assessor's Minimum Market Value"). Nothing in the Assessment Agreement
shall limit the discretion of the Assessor to assign a market value to the property in excess of such
Assessor's Minimum Market Value. The Assessment Agreement shall remain in effect until the
earlier of (i) December 31, 2029; or (ii) the date of termination of this Agreement. The Assessment
Agreement shall be certified by the Assessor for the County as provided in Minnesota Statutes,
Section 469.177, Subdivision 8, upon a finding by the Assessor that the Assessor's Minimum
Market Value represents a reasonable estimate based upon the plans and specifications for the
Project to be constructed on the Development Property and the market value previously assigned
to the Development Property. Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.177, Subdivision 8, the
Assessment Agreement shall be filed for record in the office of the county recorder or registrar of
titles of the County, and such filing shall constitute notice to any subsequent encumbrancer or
purchaser of the Development Property (or part thereof), whether voluntary or involuntary, and
such Assessment Agreement shall be binding and enforceable in its entirety against any such
subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer, including the holder of any mortgage recorded against the
Development Property.
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ARTICLE IV
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 4.1 Events of Default Defined. The following shall be "Events of Default"
under this Agreement and the term "Event of Default" shall mean whenever it is used in this
Agreement any one or more of the following events:
(1)
Failure by the Developer to timely pay any ad valorem real property taxes assessed,
special assessments or other City charges with respect to the Development Property.
(2)
Failure by the Developer to cause the construction of the Project to be completed
pursuant to the terms, conditions and limitations of this Agreement.
(3)
Failure of the Developer to observe or perform any other covenant, condition,
obligation or agreement on its part to be observed or performed under this Agreement.
(4)
The holder of any mortgage on the Development Property or any improvements
thereon, or any portion thereof, commences foreclosure proceedings as a result of any default under
the applicable mortgage documents.
(5)

If the Developer shall:

(A)
file any petition in bankruptcy or for any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief under the United
States Bankruptcy Act of 1978, as amended or under any similar federal or state law; or
(B)

make an assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or

(C)

admit in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due;

or
(D)
be adjudicated as bankrupt or insolvent; or if a petition or answer proposing
the adjudication of the Developer as bankrupt or its reorganization under any present or
future federal bankruptcy act or any similar federal or state law shall be filed in any court
and such petition or answer shall not be discharged or denied within sixty (60) days after
the filing thereof; or a receiver, trustee or liquidator of the Developer, or of the Project, or
part thereof, shall be appointed in any proceeding brought against the Developer, and shall
not be discharged within sixty (60) days after such appointment, or if the Developer, shall
consent to or acquiesce in such appointment.
Section 4.2 Remedies on Default. Whenever any Event of Default referred to in Section
4.1 occurs and is continuing, the City, as specified below, may take any one or more of the
following actions after the giving of thirty (30) days' written notice to the Developer, but only if
the Event of Default has not been cured within said thirty (30) days:
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(1)
The City may suspend its performance under this Agreement until it receives
assurances from the Developer, deemed adequate by the City, that the Developer will cure its
default and continue its performance under this Agreement.
(2)

The City may cancel and rescind the Agreement.

(3)
The City may take any action, including legal or administrative action, in law or
equity, which may appear necessary or desirable to enforce performance and observance of any
obligation, agreement, or covenant of the Developer under this Agreement.
Section 4.3 No Remedy Exclusive. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to the
City is intended to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every
such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given under this
Agreement or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. No delay or omission to
exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall
be construed to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to
time and as often as may be deemed expedient.
Section 4.4 No Implied Waiver. In the event any agreement contained in this
Agreement should be breached by any party and thereafter waived by any other party, such waiver
shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to waive any other
concurrent, previous or subsequent breach hereunder.
Section 4.5 Agreement to Pay Attorney's Fees and Expenses. Whenever any Event of
Default occurs and the City shall employ attorneys or incur other expenses for the collection of
payments due or to become due or for the enforcement or performance or observance of any
obligation or agreement on the part of the Developer herein contained, the Developer agrees that
it shall, on demand therefor, pay to the City the reasonable fees of such attorneys and such other
expenses so incurred by the City.
Section 4.6

Indemnification of City.

(1)
The Developer releases from and covenants and agrees that the City, its governing
body members, officers, agents, including the independent contractors, consultants and legal
counsel, servants and employees thereof (hereinafter, for purposes of this Section, collectively the
"Indemnified Parties") shall not be liable for and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
Indemnified Parties against any loss or damage to property or any injury to or death of any person
occurring at or about or resulting from any defect in the Project, provided that the foregoing
indemnification shall not be effective for any actions of the Indemnified Parties that are not
contemplated by this Agreement.
(2)
Except for any willful misrepresentation or any willful or wanton misconduct of
the Indemnified Parties, the Developer agrees to protect and defend the Indemnified Parties, now
and forever, and further agrees to hold the aforesaid harmless from any claim, demand, suit, action
or other proceeding whatsoever by any person or entity whatsoever arising or purportedly arising
from the actions or inactions of the Developer (or other persons acting on its behalf or under its
direction or control) under this Agreement, or the transactions contemplated hereby or the
acquisition, construction, installation, ownership, and operation of the Project; provided, that this
8
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indemnification shall not apply to the warranties made or obligations undertaken by the City in
this Agreement or to any actions undertaken by the City which are not contemplated by this
Agreement but shall, in any event and without regard to any fault on the part of the City, apply to
any pecuniary loss or penalty (including interest thereon from the date the loss is incurred or
penalty is paid by the City at a rate equal to the Prime Rate) as a result of the Developer operating
the Project so that the Tax Increment District does not qualify or ceases to qualify as an "economic
development district" under Section 469.174, Subdivision 12, of the Act and Section 469.176,
Subdivision 4c. or to violate limitations as to the use of Tax Increments as set forth in Section
469.176, Subdivision 4c.
(3)
All covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements and obligations of the City
contained herein shall be deemed to be the covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements and
obligations of the City and not of any governing body member, officer, agent, servant or employee
of the City.
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ARTICLE V
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
Section 5.1 Restrictions on Use. Until termination of this Agreement, the Developer
agrees for itself, its successors and assigns and every successor in interest to the Development
Property, or any part thereof, that the Developer and such successors and assigns shall operate, or
cause to be operated, the Project as a warehouse facility and shall devote the Development Property
to, and in accordance with, the uses specified in this Agreement.
Section 5.2 Conflicts of Interest. No member of the governing body or other official of
the City shall have any financial interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement, the Development
Property or the Project, or any contract, agreement or other transaction contemplated to occur or
be undertaken thereunder or with respect thereto, nor shall any such member of the governing body
or other official participate in any decision relating to the Agreement which affects his or her
personal interests or the interests of any corporation, partnership or association in which he or she
is directly or indirectly interested. No member, official or employee of the City shall be personally
liable to the City in the event of any default or breach by the Developer or successor or on any
obligations under the terms of this Agreement.
Section 5.3 Titles of Articles and Sections. Any titles of the several parts, articles and
sections of the Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and shall be disregarded
in construing or interpreting any of its provisions.
Section 5.4 Notices and Demands. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Agreement, a notice, demand or other communication under this Agreement by any party to any
other shall be sufficiently given or delivered if it is dispatched by registered or certified mail,
postage prepaid, return receipt requested, or delivered personally, and
(1)

in the case of the Developer is addressed to or delivered personally to:
Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC
Attention: ___________
____________________
____________________

(2)

in the case of the City is addressed to or delivered personally to the City at:
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
Attention: City Administrator
125 West 6th Street
Blue Earth, MN 56013
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with a copy to:
Briggs and Morgan, P.A.
Attention: Mary Ippel
2200 IDS Center
80 South 8th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
or at such other address with respect to any such party as that party may, from time to time,
designate in writing and forward to the other, as provided in this Section.
Section 5.5 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts, each of which shall constitute one and the same instrument.
Section 5.6 Law Governing.
accordance with the laws of the State.

This Agreement will be governed and construed in

Section 5.7 Expiration. This Agreement shall terminate on the Termination Date,
unless earlier terminated or rescinded in accordance with its terms.
Section 5.8 Provisions Surviving Rescission or Expiration. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 shall
survive any rescission, termination or expiration of this Agreement with respect to or arising out
of any event, occurrence or circumstance existing prior to the date thereof.
Section 5.9 Transfer of Development Property; Assignability of Agreement. The
Development Property may be transferred only with the consent of the City. This Agreement may
be assigned only with the consent of the City, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed
or conditioned.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City has caused this Agreement to be duly executed in its
name and on its behalf and its seal to be hereunto duly affixed, and the Developer has caused this
Agreement to be duly executed on its behalf, on or as of the date first above written.
CITY OF BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA

By____________________________
Its Mayor

By____________________________
Its City Administrator

This is a signature page to the Development Agreement by and between the City of Blue Earth
and Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC.
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THRIVING ACRE SEEDS, LLC

By____________________________
Its ___________________________

This is a signature page to the Development Agreement by and between the City of Blue Earth
and Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC.
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EXHIBIT A
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
Parcel Identification Number
212080310
Legal Description
BLUE EARTH NORTH INDUSTRIAL PA Lot-001 Block-003 4.87 AC
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EXHIBIT B
FORM OF ASSESSMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, dated as of this 1st day of November, 2019, is by and among the
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota (the "City"), and Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company (the "Developer"), and the Faribault County Assessor (the "Assessor").
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, the City and the Developer have entered into a Development Agreement dated
as of November 1, 2019 (the "Development Agreement") regarding certain real property located
in the City (the "Development Property") which property is legally described on Exhibit A attached
hereto and made a part hereof.
WHEREAS, it is contemplated that pursuant to said Agreement, the Developer will
construct a Project on the Development Property as described in the Development Agreement.
WHEREAS, the City and Developer desire to establish a minimum market value for the
Development Property and the improvements constructed or to be constructed thereon, pursuant
to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.177, Subdivision 8.
WHEREAS, the Developer has acquired the Development Property.
WHEREAS, the Assessor has reviewed the plans and specifications for the improvements
and the market value previously assigned to the land upon which the improvements are to be
constructed, and that the "minimum market value" as set forth below is reasonable.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties to this Agreement, in consideration of the promises,
covenants and agreements made by each to the other, do hereby agree as follows:
1.
As of January 2, 2021 through and thereafter until December 31, 2029 the minimum
market value which shall be assessed for the Project shall be not less than $747,700.
2.
The minimum market value herein established shall be of no further force and effect
and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of: (i) December 31, 2029; or (ii) the date of
termination of the Development Agreement.
3.
This Agreement shall be recorded by the City with the County Recorder of Faribault
County, Minnesota. The Developer shall pay all costs of recording.
4.
Neither the preamble nor provisions of this Agreement are intended to, or shall they
be construed as, modifying the terms of the Agreement between the City and the Developer.
5.
This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the successors
and assigns of the parties.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, the Developer and the Assessor have caused this
Agreement to be executed in their names and on their behalf all as of the date set forth above.
CITY OF BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
(SEAL)
By ____________________________________
Its Mayor

By ____________________________________
Its City Administrator
STATE OF MINNESOTA

)
) ss
COUNTY OF FARIBAULT )
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of _____________,
2019, by Richard Scholtes, the Mayor, and Timothy Ibisch, the City Administrator of the City of
Blue Earth on behalf of said City.

_____________________________________
Notary Public

Signature page for Assessment Agreement by and between the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, and the Faribault County Assessor.
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THRIVING ACRE SEEDS, LLC

By ____________________________________
Its General Manager

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________,
2019, by ____________________, the __________________ of Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of said corporation.

_____________________________________
Notary Public

Signature page for Assessment Agreement by and between the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, and the Faribault County Assessor.
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CERTIFICATION BY COUNTY ASSESSOR
The undersigned, having reviewed the plans and specifications for the improvements to be
constructed and the market value assigned to the land upon which the improvements are to be
constructed, and being of the opinion that the minimum market value contained in the foregoing
Agreement appears reasonable, hereby certifies as follows: The undersigned Assessor, being
legally responsible for the assessment of the above described property, hereby certifies that the
market values assigned to such land and improvements are reasonable.

_______________________________________
County Assessor for Faribault County

STATE OF MINNESOTA

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF FARIBAULT )
This instrument was acknowledged before me on ___________, 2019, by
_____________________, the County Assessor of Faribault County.

_____________________________________
Notary Public

Signature page for Assessment Agreement by and between the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, Thriving Acre Seeds, LLC, and the Faribault County Assessor.
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EXHIBIT A TO ASSESSMENT AGREEMENT
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
BLUE EARTH NORTH INDUSTRIAL PA Lot-001 Block-003 4.87 AC
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CenterPoint Energy
Gas Franchise Ordinance
ORDINANCE NO. ______.
CITY OF _________________, ______________ COUNTY, MINNESOTA
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING CENTERPOINT ENERGY RESOURCES CORP., d/b/a
CENTERPOINT ENERGY MINNESOTA GAS (“CENTERPOINT ENERGY”), ITS
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, A NONEXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE TO CONSTRUCT,
OPERATE, REPAIR AND MAINTAIN FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION, MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF GAS ENERGY
FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE USE AND TO USE THE PUBLIC WAYS AND GROUNDS
OF THE CITY OF ______________, COUNTY, MINNESOTA, FOR SUCH PURPOSE;
AND, PRESCRIBING CERTAIN TERMS AND CONDITIONS THEREOF
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF _______________, _____________ COUNTY,
MINNESOTA, ORDAINS:
SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS.
For purposes of this Ordinance, the following capitalized terms listed in alphabetical order
shall have the following meanings:
City. The City of _____________, County of ___________, State of Minnesota.
City Utility System. Facilities used for providing public utility service owned or operated
by City or agency thereof, including sewer, storm sewer, water service, street lighting and traffic
signals, but excluding facilities for providing heating, lighting, or other forms of energy.
Commission. The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, or any successor agency or
agencies, including an agency of the federal government, which preempts all or part of the authority
to regulate gas retail rates now vested in the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission.
Company. CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp., d/b/a CenterPoint Energy Minnesota Gas
(“CenterPoint Energy”) its successors and assigns including all successors or assigns that own or
operate any part or parts of the Gas Facilities subject to this Franchise.
Gas Energy. Gas Energy includes both retail and wholesale natural, manufactured or
mixed gas.
Gas Facilities. Gas transmission and distribution pipes, lines, ducts, fixtures, and all
necessary equipment and appurtenances owned or operated by the Company for the purpose of
providing Gas Energy for retail or wholesale use.
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Notice. A writing served by any party or parties on any other party or parties. Notice to
Company shall be mailed to CenterPoint Energy, Minnesota Division Vice President, 505 Nicollet
Mall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402. Notice to the City shall be mailed to
________________________________________________________. Any party may change its
respective address for the purpose of this Ordinance by written Notice to the other parties.
Ordinance. This gas franchise ordinance, also referred to as the Franchise.
Public Way. Any highway, street, alley or other public right-of-way within the City.
Public Ground. Land owned or otherwise controlled by the City for utility easements,
park, trail, walkway, open space or other public property, which is held for use in common by the
public or for public benefit.
SECTION 2. ADOPTION OF FRANCHISE.
2.1
Grant of Franchise. City hereby grants Company, for a period of 20 years from the
date this Ordinance is passed and approved by the City, the right to import, manufacture, distribute
and sell Gas Energy for public and private use within and through the limits of the City as its
boundaries now exist or as they may be extended in the future and also the right to transport Gas
Energy through the limits of the City for use outside of the City limits. For these purposes,
Company may construct, operate, repair and maintain Gas Facilities in, on, over, under and across
the Public Ways and Public Grounds, subject to the provisions of this Ordinance. Company may do
all reasonable things necessary or customary to accomplish these purposes, subject, however, to
such reasonable regulations as may be imposed by the City pursuant to a public right-of-way
ordinance or permit requirements adopted consistent with state law.
2.2
Effective Date; Written Acceptance. This Franchise shall be in force and effect
from and after the passage of this Ordinance and publication as required by law and its acceptance
by Company. If Company does not file a written acceptance with the City within 60 days after the
date the City Council adopts this Ordinance, or otherwise inform the City, at any time, that the
Company does not accept this Franchise, the City Council by resolution shall revoke this Franchise.
2.3.
Service and Gas Rates. The terms and conditions of service and the rates to be
charged by Company for Gas Energy in City are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Commission.
2.4.
Ordinance.

Publication Expense.

Company shall pay the expense of publication of this

2.5.
Dispute Resolution. If either party asserts that the other party is in default in the
performance of any obligation hereunder, the complaining party shall notify the other party of the
default and the desired remedy. The notification shall be written. Representatives of the parties
must promptly meet and attempt in good faith to negotiate a resolution of the dispute. If the dispute
is not resolved within 30 days of the written Notice, the parties may jointly select a mediator to
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facilitate further discussion. The parties will equally share the fees and expenses of this mediator.
If a mediator is not used or if the parties are unable to resolve the dispute within 30 days after first
meeting with the selected mediator, either party may commence an action in District Court to
interpret and enforce this Franchise or for such other relief as may be permitted by law or equity.
2.6.
Continuation of Franchise. If the City and the Company are unable to agree on the
terms of a new franchise by the time this Franchise expires, this Franchise will remain in effect until
a new franchise is agreed upon, or until 90 days after the City or the Company serves written Notice
to the other party of its intention to allow Franchise to expire. However, in no event shall this
Franchise continue for more than one year after expiration of the 20-year term set forth in Section
2.1.
SECTION 3. LOCATION, OTHER REGULATIONS.
3.1.
Location of Facilities. Gas Facilities shall be located, constructed, and maintained
so as not to interfere with the safety and convenience of ordinary travel along and over Public Ways
and so as not to disrupt normal operation of any City Utility System. Gas Facilities may be located
on Public Grounds in a location selected by the City. The location and relocation of Gas Facilities
shall be subject to reasonable regulations of the City consistent with authority granted the City to
manage its Public Ways and Public Grounds under state law, to the extent not inconsistent with a
specific term of this Franchise.
3.2.
Street Openings. Company shall not open or disturb the surface of any Public Way
or Public Ground for any purpose without first having obtained a permit from the City, if required
by a separate ordinance, for which the City may impose a reasonable fee, unless the City is
receiving a franchise fee pursuant to this Ordinance, in which case all permit fees will be waived.
Permit conditions imposed on Company shall not be more burdensome than those imposed on other
public-right-of-way users for similar facilities or work. Company may, however, open and disturb
the surface of any Public Way or Public Ground without a permit if (i) an emergency exists
requiring the immediate repair of Gas Facilities and (ii) Company gives telephone, email or similar
Notice to the City before commencement of the emergency repair, if reasonably possible. Within
two business days after commencing the repair, Company shall apply for any required permits and
pay any required fees.
3.3.
Restoration. After undertaking any work requiring the opening of any Public Way
or Public Ground, the Company shall restore the Public Ways or Public Grounds in accordance with
Minnesota Rules, 7819.1100. Company shall restore the Public Ground to as good a condition as
formerly existed, and shall maintain the surface in good condition for six months thereafter. All
work shall be completed as promptly as weather permits, and if Company shall not promptly
perform and complete the work, remove all dirt, rubbish, equipment and material, and put the Public
Ground in the said condition, the City shall have, after demand to Company to cure and the passage
of a reasonable period of time following the demand, but not to exceed five days, the right to make
the restoration of the Public Ways or Public Grounds at the expense of Company. Company shall
pay to the City the cost of such work done for or performed by the City. The Company shall not be
required to post a construction performance bond.
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3.4.
Avoid Damage to Gas Facilities. The Company must take reasonable measures to
prevent the Gas Facilities from causing damage to persons or property. The Company must take
reasonable measures to protect the Gas Facilities from damage that could be inflicted on the Gas
Facilities by persons, property, or the elements. Per Minnesota Statute 216D.05, the City must take
protective measures when it performs work near the Gas Facilities.
3.5.
Notice of Improvements to Streets. The City will give Company reasonable
written Notice of plans for improvements to Public Ways and Public Grounds where the City has
reason to believe that Gas Facilities may affect or be affected by the improvement. The Notice will
contain: (i) the nature and character of the improvements, (ii) the Public Ways or Public Grounds
upon which the improvements are to be made, (iii) the extent of the improvements, (iv) the time
when the City will start the work, and (v) if more than one Public Way or Public Grounds is
involved, the order in which the work is to proceed. The Notice will be given to Company a
sufficient length of time, considering seasonal working conditions, in advance of the actual
commencement of the work to permit Company to make any additions, alterations or repairs to its
Gas Facilities the Company deems necessary.
3.6
Mapping Information. If requested by City, the Company must promptly provide
complete and accurate mapping information for any of its Gas Facilities in accordance with the
requirements of Minnesota Rules 7819.4000 and 7819.4100.
3.7.
Emergency Response. As emergency first-responders, when a public safety
concern exists both the City and Company shall respond to gas emergencies within the City without
additional direct fee or expense to either City or Company.
SECTION 4. RELOCATIONS.
4.1.
Relocation in Public Ways and Public Grounds. The Company and City shall
comply with the provisions of Minnesota Rules 7819.3100, with respect to requests for the
Company to relocate Gas Facilities located in either Public Ways or Public Grounds.
4.2.
Projects with Federal Funding. Relocation, removal, or rearrangement of any
Company Gas Facilities made necessary because of the extension into or through City of a federally
aided highway project shall be governed by the provisions of Minnesota Statutes Sections 161.45
and 161.46.
SECTION 5. INDEMNIFICATION.
5.1.
Indemnity of City. Company shall indemnify and hold the City harmless from any
and all liability, on account of injury to persons or damage to property occasioned by the
construction, maintenance, repair, inspection, the issuance of permits, or the operation of the Gas
Facilities located in the Public Ways and Public Grounds. The City shall not be indemnified for
losses or claims occasioned through its own negligence or otherwise wrongful act or omission
except for losses or claims arising out of or alleging the City's negligence as to the issuance of
permits for, or inspection of, Company's plans or work.
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5.2.
Defense of City. In the event a suit is brought against the City under circumstances
where this agreement to indemnify applies, Company at its sole cost and expense shall defend the
City in such suit if written Notice thereof is promptly given to Company within a period wherein
Company is not prejudiced by lack of such Notice. If Company is required to indemnify and
defend, it will thereafter have control of such litigation, but Company may not settle such litigation
without the consent of the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. This section is
not, as to third parties, a waiver of any defense or immunity otherwise available to the City. The
Company, in defending any action on behalf of the City, shall be entitled to assert in any action
every defense or immunity that the City could assert in its own behalf. This Franchise agreement
shall not be interpreted to constitute a waiver by the City of any of its defenses of immunity or
limitations on liability under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 466.
SECTION 6. VACATION OF PUBLIC WAYS AND PUBLIC GROUNDS.
The City shall give Company at least two weeks prior written Notice of a proposed vacation
of a Public Ways or Public Grounds. The City and the Company shall comply with Minnesota
Rules 7819.3100 and Minnesota Rules 7819.3200 with respect to any request for vacation.
SECTION 7. CHANGE IN FORM OF GOVERNMENT.
Any change in the form of government of the City shall not affect the validity of this
Ordinance. Any governmental unit succeeding the City shall, without the consent of Company,
succeed to all of the rights and obligations of the City provided in this Ordinance.
SECTION 8. FRANCHISE FEE.
8.1.
Form. During the term of the franchise hereby granted, the City may charge the
Company a franchise fee. The Company will administer the collection and payment of franchise
fees to City in lieu of permit fees or other fees that may otherwise be imposed on the Company in
relation to its operations as a public utility in the City. The franchise fee will be collected on a flat
per meter basis, or by some other method that is mutually acceptable to both City and Company for
each retail customer within the corporate limits of the City. The amount of the fee collected may
differ for each customer class. The City will use a formula that provides a stable and predictable
amount of fees, without placing the Company at a competitive disadvantage. Such fee shall not
exceed any amount that the Company may legally charge to its customers prior to payment to the
City and be consistent with the Minnesota Public Utility Commission’s March 23, 2011 Order
establishing franchise fee filing requirements in Docket No. E,G999/CI-09-970. If the Company
claims that the City required fee formula is discriminatory or otherwise places the Company at a
competitive disadvantage, the Company will provide a formula that will produce a substantially
similar fee amount to the City. If the City and Company are unable to agree, the disagreement shall
be subject to the Dispute Resolution provisions of this Ordinance.
8.2.
Separate Ordinance. The franchise fee shall be imposed by separate ordinance
duly adopted by the City Council. The effective date of the franchise fee ordinance shall be no less
than ninety (90) days after written Notice enclosing a copy of the duly adopted and approved
ordinance has been served upon the Company by Certified mail. The Company is not required to
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collect a franchise fee if the terms of the fee agreement are inconsistent with this franchise or state
law, provided the Company notifies the City Council of the same within the ninety (90) day period.
8.3.
Condition of Fee. The separate ordinance imposing the fee shall not be effective
against the Company unless it lawfully imposes a fee of the same or substantially similar amount on
the sale of energy within the City by any other energy supplier, provided that, as to such supplier,
the City has the authority or contractual right to require a franchise fee or similar fee through an
agreed-upon franchise.
8.4.
Collection of Fee. The franchise fee shall be payable not less than quarterly during
complete billing months of the period for which payment is to be made. The franchise fee formula
may be changed from time to time, however, the change shall meet the same Notice and acceptance
requirements and the fee may not be changed more often than annually. Such fee shall not exceed
any amount that the Company may legally charge to its customers prior to payment to the City and
be consistent with Minnesota Public Utility Commission’s March 23, 2011 Order establishing
franchise fee filing requirements in Docket No. E,G999/CI-09-970. Such fee is subject to
subsequent reductions to account for uncollectibles and customer refunds incurred by the Company.
The Company shall not be responsible to pay City fees that Company is unable to collect under
Commission rules or order. The Company agrees to make available for inspection by the City at
reasonable times all records necessary to audit the Company’s determination of the franchise fee
payments.
8.5.
Continuation of Franchise Fee. If this franchise expires and the City and the
Company are unable to agree upon terms of a new franchise, the franchise fee, if any being imposed
by the City at the time this franchise expires, will remain in effect until a new franchise is agreed
upon. However, the franchise fee will not remain in effect for more than one year after the franchise
expires as stated in Section 2.6 of this Franchise. If for any reason the franchise terminates, the
franchise fee will terminate at the same time.
SECTION 9. ABANDONED FACILITIES.
The Company shall comply with Minnesota Statutes, Section 216D.01 et seq. as it may
be amended from time to time with respect to abandoned facilities located in Public Ways and
Public Grounds and with Minnesota Rules, Part 7819.3300 as it may be amended from time to
time with respect to abandoned facilities in Public Ways. The Company shall maintain records
describing the exact location of all abandoned and retired Gas Facilities within the Public Ways
and Public Grounds, produce such records at the City’s request and comply with the location
requirements of Minnesota Statutes, Section 216D.04 with respect to all Gas Facilities located in
Public Ways and Public Grounds.
SECTION 10. PROVISIONS OF ORDINANCE.
10.1. Severability. Every section, provision, or part of this Ordinance is declared
separate from every other section, provision, or part; and if any section, provision, or part shall
be held invalid, it shall not affect any other section, provision, or part. Where a provision of any
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other City ordinance is inconsistent with the provisions of this Ordinance, the provisions of this
Ordinance shall prevail.
10.2. Limitation on Applicability. This Ordinance constitutes a franchise agreement
between the City and Company as the only parties. No provisions herein shall in any way inure
to the benefit of any third person (including the public at large) so as to constitute any such
person as a third party beneficiary of this Ordinance or of any one or more of the terms hereof, or
otherwise give rise to any cause of action in any person not a party hereto.
SECTION 11. AMENDMENT PROCEDURE.
Either party may propose at any time that this Franchise Ordinance be amended. Franchise
Ordinance may be amended at any time by the City passing a subsequent ordinance declaring the
provisions of the amendment, which amendatory ordinance shall become effective upon the filing of
Company’s written consent thereto with the City Clerk within 90 days after the effective date of the
amendatory ordinance. If the Company does not consent to the amendment, the ordinance
containing the amendment shall be revoked by City.
Passed and approved: _________________________, ______.

______________________________________
Mayor of the City of ____________, Minnesota
Attest:
_____________________________________________
City Clerk, _____________, Minnesota
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MINUTES
Blue Earth Light and Water
Board Meeting Group
BELW Board Meeting
Monday, June 17, 2019, 4:30 pm - 5:30 pm
BELW Board Room

A. Agenda
B. Call to Order
The meeting was "Called to Order" at 4:30 pm
C. Meeting Attendance
Board Members Present:
Tim Juba, Board Chairman
Dan Mensing
Lars Bierly
Mark Loge
Bernie Kriewell
Staff Present:
Tim Stoner, General Manager
D. General Reports
The State of Minnesota Pay Equity Compliance report was presented
for 2019 demonstrating that BELW is in compliance
E. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes
The Board reviewed and approved the minutes from May 20, 2019
Move: Lars Bierly Second: Mark Loge Status: Passed
F. Review of Monthly Financials
The board reviewed the monthly financials, the income and balance
sheets were presented. Both water and electic funds are functioning as
budgeted.
G. Review of Monthly Power Cost Adjustment (PCA)

The Board previewed the PCA from the May energy cost, used for the
June 2019 billing cycle. There was a slight credit to the consumer of
(.0001).
H. Approval of Accounts Payable
The Board reviewed and approved the accounts payable for May 2019.
The monthly expenditures totaled $616.717.47, large accounts included
$214,693.54 for Energy/Capacity and Transmission cost. $27,625 for
a Bulk Water Station installed on Industrial Drive. $21,152 for system
batteries at the power plant and $10,140 for underground work at the
new residential development.
Move: Bernie Kriewall Second: Dan Mensing Status: Passed
I. Review of Project Status
Reviewed status of Bulk Water Station waiting on service wiring
N Residential progress is slow due to weather (rain)
Sailor Street is in progress and on schedule
J. Review of Power Outages
Reviewed one customer outage "Tree on Service" due to high winds
K. Approval of Collection/Write off activity
Action- needs approval
The Board reviewed and approved the collection and write off report as
presented
Move: Bernie Kriewall Second: Mark Loge Status: Passed
L. New Business
1. 2019 Water Rate Study discussion
New Project plan based on City Sales tax increases requires a
discussuoin for the new water rate study.
The Board has tabled the water rate study results to insure future
planned rates will cover the debt service requirements of the
finalized "5 year" street project plan.
2. MISO Attachment O Capture
A Rate Stabilization discussion to be continued form last meeting

The Board reviewed the Rate Stablization policy and approved the
following language:
RATE STABILIZATION ACCOUNT
Policy 06-01-2019
Effective: 07/01/2019

A. PURPOSE The Rate Stabilization Account is established as a
means of providing more stable retail electric rates to the customers
of the Electric Utility.
B. FUNDING MECHANISM Collections from the MISO Attachment
O monthly recovery in the amount of fifty percent per month, will be
the primary mechanism to fund the Rate Stabilization Account. The
Rate Stabilization Account may also be funded by other
miscellaneous credits and revenue. The Rate Stabilization Account
will be a credit account established in accordance with
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
C. ACCOUNTING All funds will be assigned monthly to the General
Ledger account 1-100.015,as a separate asset account. All
accounting procedures under this rule will be in compliance with
GASB Statement
D. OPERATION OF RATE STABILIZATION ACCOUNT Blue Earth
light and Water will draw on Rate Stabilization Account funds to
maintain financial performance indicators and goals specified in
bond covenants and monitored by financial rating agencies.
Included among these indicators and goals is the maintenance of a
strong debt service coverage ratio and to mitigate any situation that
would cause a severe and instant rate increase. Maximum Rate
Stabilization Account balance of approximately six months of
Operational Expense cost.

Move: Dan Mensing Second: Bernie Kriewall Status: Passed
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2019 @ 4:30 PM
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS AT CITY HALL
Call to Order.
Commissioner Rick Scholtes called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.
Roll Call.
Commissioner Kim Shaffer, Rick Scholtes, Paul Smith, Kara Drake, Greg Scheid were present.
Absent Bill Olson and kitty Fletcher,
Staff present: City Administrator Tim Ibisch and City Attorney David Frundt
Public: Kyle Zirke
Consideration of the Minutes.
Commissioners Kim Shaffer brought forth Approval of the minutes for the Meeting of Thursday,
July 17, 2018.
Motion by Commissioner Scholtes, second by Commissioner Scheid to approve the minutes from
the Planning Commission Meeting of Thursday, August 15, 2019. The motion passed
unanimously.
Old Business
Commissioners Kim Shaffer brought forth the Orvis and Gloria Terhark for a 9.5 ft. Variance
request. The property is located at 429 South Holland. Shaffer questioned if there had been any
comments from the neighbors, at this time there had not been any concerns brought to city staff’s
attention. Ibisch review the lot dimensions and type of garage stall that would be installed on the
west side of the house on the property. Indicating that the variance is part of a contingent of sale
of this property. Kyle Zirke the party interested in the property addressed the commission
indicating he is here available for questions. Kyle mentioned that the garage would have the
same type of roof line that exist at this time, suggesting the purpose for the garage remodel is so
that even though it’s a 2-stall garage you can only fit 1 vehicle inside. Commissioner Shaffer
specified his only concern would have been sight lines but does not feel this is an issue that
effects this property. Scholtes questioned if there would be any issues with driveway approach or
sidewalks. Ibisch suggested that there is no sidewalk and that the driveway existing at this time
will not have any foreseen issues.
Motion by Commissioner Scholtes, second by Commissioner Smith to approve Orvis and Gloria
Terhark for a 9.5 ft. variance request to the property that is located at 429 South Holland and
forward to the Council for final approval. The motion passed 3-4 with Commissioner Drake
abstaining the vote.

Old Business
Next, Commissioner Shaffer addressed the Livestock city code for consideration. Ibisch mentioned
that there had been coverage in the Faribault County Register. The Council has had the topic in
discussion at the last meeting with Mr. Eckman request to consider a change to the city code. with
the Councils recommendation to send it to the Planning Commission for further examination and
recommendations of the city code and consideration of changes. Ibisch mentioned that currently Mr.
Eckman is a resident that would like to have chicken and ducks, at this time Eckman does have
chickens and duck in a pen in his back yard. The City code right now doesn’t allow for those
because poultry is part of lives stock with the exception for larger parcels of 10 acres or more,
currantly there are 2 residential homes that have sizable lots that would meet those expectations.
The issue was there were some people that had noticed the chicken coop and brought to the city
staff’s attention. There are communities in the area such as Fairmont is allowing poultry within city
limits, Fairmont has strong setbacks in their city code, almost making it impossible to achieve.
Elmore has allowed in the past based on feedback from Frundt, Elmore is not allowing it any
longer. Winnebago has 2 hold overs with other issues with other types of farm animals forth
coming, and Wells doesn’t allow for this either. Scholtes suggested that after reading the Elmore
code and felt there were a lot of detail drafted and felt if you were to do this that you would be able
to have control over it vs having a open ordinance and anyone could have then with just a list of
rules. Drake questioned ducks, and if they are noisy and if there have been any complaints. Scholtes
indicated that people know they are there, but no one has said anything. Smith questioned the ducks
in the wintertime. Scholtes indicated that the ducks would be harvested for food. Smith described a
personal experience where the city advided his wife was to get 100 signatures and bring back to the
Council and at that time they would consider it, by that time they had moved. Smith questions the
wants of Mr. Eckman because initially the city staff was told by Mr. Eckman that these poultry were
for a 4H project but they were never in 4H indicating that Smith’s had 35 chickens in the fair and
Eckman’s didn’t have any, nothing against the Eckman’s but honesty is questionable. Scholtes
indicated that Eckman’s had just build the fencing this past summer so he wouldn’t have had time
for the fair. Smith suggested that you can get a chicken May 15th, mentioning that the article in the
paper he wasn’t honest. Smith advised that chickens are great but there are diseases if not clean, if
the pen is dirty and you have kids playing with them then there are issues. The city would need to
stay on top of chicken coops if they are allowed. Scholtes suggested having the two abutting
property owner sign off and then you would know if any issues arise. Drake alluded she felt
Elmore’s ordinance was the most detailed and concreate, but Elmore is now saying they are not sure
if they want this, questioning what changed. Ibisch indicated that it could have been maintenance
issues. Smith inquired it this would be strictly chickens because poultry is a wide range of species,
where would you draw the line. Scholtes mentioned putting the restriction to just chickens and not
allowing ducks. Smith suggested 5 hens and anything else they would get caught with, then they
must remove everything. Drake pointed out that the ordinance describes the runs and lots of detail,
mentioning for someone to meet the specifications, they are really wanting to have chickens. Ibisch
detailed specifications for current city building codes and specified that these would have to be met,
when defining these things, you must be detailed. the Commissioners again reviewed the
recommendations for a suggested city ordinance. Frundt suggested having a public input hearing.
Scheid questioned if a building permit would be required. Scholtes indicated that not all sheds and
fencing are permit required. Scholtes suggested a 5 ft setback. Drake mentioned the stricter
requirements, Ibisch mentioned that enforcement is going to be the biggest issue. Drake question
Frundt on chickens in Elmore. Frundt indicated that it didn’t go well and was tough to enforce with

time and staff to monitor. Smith suggested that the resident would have to be very detailed and the
item be brought forth to the Council for the final approval. Scholtes suggested following the Elmore
ordinance 100% with the addition of having detailed plans of what everything will look like, with
the coupe measurements and 5ft setback with the additional regulation property also has to be
homeowner occupied. Ibisch inquired a permit fee. Scholtes suggested a $100.00 permit fee that
will also cover inspections with the inspections every 6 months. Scholtes suggested that Tim and
David work together to change the ordinance that Elmore has adjusting that the city will issue the
tags and verify that the property is owner occupied and permit / plans.
Motion by Scholtes, second by Drake to adjourn the meeting. All in favor. Chair Kim Shaffer
adjourned the meeting at 5:15 P.M.

City of Blue Earth
Parks and Recreation Subcommittee Minutes
Tuesday, July 16, 2019 @ 4:00 p.m.
City Administrator’s Office at City Hall
1.

Call to Order.
Chair Gaylord called the meeting to order at 4:02 p.m.

2.

Roll Call:
Members present: Chair Glenn Gaylord, Bruce Ankeny, Dave Kittleson and Les Pearson.
Member absent: Brenda Smith.
Also present: City Administrator Timothy Ibisch, Swimming Pool Manager Michelle Hall,
Public Works Director Jamie Holland, Administrative Intern Connor LaPointe, Brent Legred
from the Blue Earth Area Youth Baseball Association and Jim Wetzler from the Faribault
County Veteran’s Memorial Group.

3.

Minutes approval.
The minutes from the February 13, 2019 Parks and Recreation Subcommittee meeting were
provided for the board to review.
HALL MADE THE MOTION, ANKENY SECOND TO APPROVE THE MINUTES
OF THE FEBRUARY 13, 2019 PARKS AND RECREATION SUBCOMMITTEE
MEETING. THE MOTION WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.

4.

Old Business.
A. Pool Operations Update.
City Administrator Tim Ibisch reported that the new pool slide received a lot of publicity
and has been a nice addition to the swimming pool. Hall shared that the pool is staffed
with experienced lifeguards and things are going very well.
Swimming Pool Manager Michelle Hall discussed the following proposed increases to the
daily rates in 2020.
Age 7 and up
Age 0 – 6
Admission package

$ 5.00 (currently $4.00)
$ 2.00 (no increase)
$45.00 (currently $35.00 for 10 punches)

Hall noted that Fairmont charges $6.00 for daily admission to their pool.
PEARSON MADE THE MOTION, KITTLESON SECOND APPROVING THE
RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL TO INCREASE THE DAILY PASS
AND ADMISSION PACKAGE IN 2020 AS PRESENTED.
Kittleson questioned when the daily rates were last increased. Hall responded that they
have not been increased since the new pool was opened. Ibisch questioned if refunds
were given due to inclement weather. Hall shared that there is a posting on the gate that
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there are no refunds or rainchecks. Hall noted that as patrons enter the pool they inform
them of this policy when inclement weather appears to be approaching.
THE MOTION WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
B. Pool Budget/Capital Update-Slide Caulking, Umbrellas, Deck Maintenance.
Hall addressed the caulking on the pool deck and questioned if the lifeguards could
remove the cracked caulking and reapply it during slower times at the pool to avoid future
moisture damage. Holland commented that most companies use equipment to caulk joints
to make it more uniform and encouraged Hall to get a quote to have it professionally done.
Hall shared that the quote she received was over $10,000.00 to perform the work.
Ibisch shared that included in the packet is the current and proposed 2020 budget. Ibisch
noted that $20,000 has been budgeted for capital expenses which will cover caulking
replacement on the pool deck and new umbrellas. Hall reviewed the maintenance issues
at the pool that included the following:
Drain covers
$ 7,000
Umbrellas
$ 8,000
Refurbishing the slide $11,000
Caulking the pool deck $14,000
Hall shared that the slide is getting rough and needs refurbished and the umbrellas are
tearing and can no longer be repaired. Kittleson commented that it’s important to
maintain the pool and make the annual repairs.
Ibisch discussed that $85,000 has been spent from the 2019 capital expense budget of
$95,000. Ibisch suggested replacing the drain covers now using the funds that remain.
Ibisch shared that the federal drain cover standard recently changed making it necessary
to comply by replacing the covers. Ibisch recommended that Hall discuss the purchase
of the drain covers and umbrellas with the company for this season to see if there might
be a cost reduction.
Hall reported that the pool revenue is close to last year’s and noted that daily use is up.
Hall shared that WSI is offered every other year and noted that it was not offered this year
resulting in a reduction in revenue.
5.

New Business.
A. Issues with 14th Street Ball Diamonds/Tournament Scheduling.
Ibisch noted that included in the packet are bullet points regarding complaints about the
14th Street ball diamonds and restrooms after a tournament held in June in addition to
correspondence from Sara Hauskins. Gaylord asked Public Works Director Jamie
Holland to address the issues.
Holland discussed that the 14th Street ball diamonds were over capacity during a
tournament held in June hosting thirteen 12 and 13 year old teams. Holland shared that
it was a wakeup call for scheduling and communication between the Blue Earth Area
Youth Baseball Association and City of Blue Earth. Holland requested that future
tournaments have a more manageable crowd at the diamonds.
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Gaylord discussed the possibility of issuing an event permit with the requirement of a
deposit when more than eight teams are participating in a tournament. Gaylord
noted that the City provides one dumpster for garbage and added that they shouldn’t have
to pay additional costs for the disposal of garbage.
Holland shared that the City doesn’t have weekend cleaning staff and noted that having
a cleaning person would result in overtime and going over budget.
Ankeny questioned if there is a cost for each team to participate in the tournament.
Legred responded that the entry fee covers the local team’s cost.
Legred expressed his frustration with providing the schedule for the Blue Earth Area
Youth Association to the City in early March prior to the season and noted that the
information wasn’t shared with Holland. Legred shared that they are required to have the
games completed by the end of July making it necessary to play two teams per weekend.
Legred informed the committee that the baseball association doesn’t receive funding
through selling concessions and noted that the hosting teams receive the profits to
purchase baseball uniforms.
Legred addressed the revenue that the baseball tournaments bring to the City and shared
that he personally picks up the garbage after the games and checks the bathrooms. Legred
noted that he had arranged to have Kyle Hauskins pick up after the games on Sunday of
the tournament weekend due to his absence. Legred discussed that the following weekend
they had twelve teams playing at the Fairgrounds and noted that the restrooms are
different at the fairgrounds in comparison to those on 14th Street. Legred shared that the
14th Street toilets became plugged and they continued to be used. Holland addressed the
extra cleaning that was required for the bathrooms on Monday due to this issue.
Ibisch discussed that the City is not preventing the baseball association from hosting
more than eight teams but rather asking for communication prior to the event to allow
extra porta potties to be delivered and to provide additional restroom supplies and garbage
containers. Ibisch shared that this isn’t an attack on the baseball association and noted
that he wants their group to be successful in addition to providing a good experience to the
attendees.
Legred thanked the City for the improvements to the ball fields over the years and added
that Blue Earth has a good reputation for their facilities and playing fields. Legred
asked that the City make two improvements that included better flush toilets on 14th Street
and adding a second dumpster for garbage.
Gaylord recommended implementing an event permitting process and shared his concern
of having clean facilities. Gaylord shared that the vandalism bothered him and added that
someone needs to be held responsible to prevent it from occurring again. Legred agreed
and shared that the City and Baseball Association have teamed well together in the past.
Holland suggested three cleanings of the restrooms each day of the tournaments and noted
that the event permit would have information for the contact person. Holland shared that
the dumpster would be determined by the size of the group with additional trash cans
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provided with extra garbage bags inside the cans.
Hall addressed the issue of vehicles parking on the trail near the baseball diamonds at
the fairgrounds and suggested marking the area as a walking trail to discourage parking
on it. Holland agreed that something needs to be done to keep vehicles off other areas
of the trail also.
Kittleson encouraged Legred to attend a future Parks and Recreation meeting and noted
that what the baseball association is doing fits in with the interests of the Active Living
Coalition.
KITTLESON MADE THE MOTION, ANKENY SECOND APPROVING THE
EVENT PERMIT AS PRESENTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE. THE MOTION
WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
Gaylord thanked Legred for attending the meeting and requested that he bring issues to
the City when they occur to allow them to be addressed. Legred expressed his
appreciation for the improved relationship with the City in the past few years. Legred
noted that Blue Earth has one of the premier baseball diamond complexes in Southern
Minnesota and shared that games are being scheduled here due to the improvements that
have been made over the years. Ibisch shared that the City is looking at a Twin’s grant for
the construction of new dugouts. Ibisch thanked Legred for discussing the ballfield issues
and working together towards a solution.
B. Veteran’s Memorial Update.
Connor LaPointe provided an update on the acquisition of the vacant lot on the corner of
5th and Main Street for the location of the Veteran’s Memorial Park. LaPointe reported
that the southeast corner of the lot is sloped heavily and will require excavation this fall.
The City Engineer is recommending site plans with elevations and grading information for
the project.
Jim Wetzler from the Faribault County Veteran’s Memorial Group was present to discuss
the project. Wetzler shared that site plans were provided to City Engineer Wes Brown to
review. Wetzler noted that there is a big drop from the southeast corner to the northwest
corner making it necessary to make sure that the site drains away from the building.
Wetzler also addressed having the walkways handicap compliant for the park.
Wetzler shared that the group has been working at promoting the project in addition to
holding fundraisers. Wetzler expressed their appreciation to the City for obtaining the lot
and added that they are ready to move forward with the project.
Ibisch confirmed with Wetzler that the group is moving forward with the 5th and Main
Street site. Ibisch discussed that the City can contribute up to $2,000 from their
engineering budget to help the Veteran’s Memorial Park project to move forward.
ANKENY MADE THE MOTION, PEARSON SECOND APPROVING THE
RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL TO PROVIDE $2,000.00 IN
FUNDING FOR THE ENGINEERING COSTS OF THE PROJECT.
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The subcommittee briefly discussed the possibility of designing a rain garden in the
park to help with the drainage issue. Holland shared that rain gardens have been a
big maintenance issue for the Public Works Department in the past and encouraged
consideration of other options. Ibisch recommended implementing a drainage option
similar to the one used in the Ag Center parking lot.
THE MOTION WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
6.

Other Business.
A. Trails Update – Kittleson.
Kittleson shared that he has been working with LaPointe on mapping trail routes around
the City of Blue Earth and identifying points of interest in addition to restrooms and
drinking fountains. Kittleson noted that by the end of the month the Blue Earth Active
Living Coalition will be finalizing the purchase of a kiosk to be located at the Giant Park
that will display a large map of the bicycle trails. A bicycle rack will also be purchased
for that location. LaPointe shared that he will be using software in the GIS lab at Mankato
State University to create the map of the trails.
Ibisch discussed the bituminous trail that will be included in the 2020 Leland Parkway
reconstruction project using Legacy Grant funds from the State of MN. Ibisch shared that
the trail will connect Blue Ridge Apartments to the Leland Parkway roundabout. Gaylord
encouraged Kittleson to add the route to the trail map.
Kittleson addressed additional green space options including a fat tire bicycle trail.
Kittleson shared that the Blue Earth Active Living Coalition has applied for the National
Park Service – Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program for technical
assistance that could lead to an overall trail plan for the City of Blue Earth. Kittleson
briefly discussed connecting the trail by McDonald’s to East Street to complete the
trail loop. Kittleson shared that there are twelve miles of trails in Blue Earth.
Gaylord commented that he shares Kittleson’s hope for completing the trail routes.
Kittleson noted that the east side of Blue Earth is currently underutilized. Ibisch shared
that he has had discussions with Holland about improvements to the 3rd Ward Park
after the Sailor Street improvement project has been completed.
Ankeny reported on the recent damage to the Little Sprout located at the 14th Street ball
field due to it being climbed on. The statue will be removed from the 14th Street location
to be repaired and will be placed in a different location. Ankeny encouraged anyone
who sees the Little Sprouts being climbed on or misused to address the issue to prevent
additional damage to the statues.

7.

Adjourn
Chair Gaylord adjourned the meeting at 5:15 p.m.
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-18
RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF
$2,055,000 GENERAL OBLIGATION IMPROVEMENT BONDS, SERIES
2019A, PLEDGING FOR THE SECURITY THEREOF SPECIAL
ASSESSMENTS AND LEVYING A TAX FOR THE PAYMENT THEREOF
A.
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota (the "City")
has heretofore determined and declared that it is necessary and expedient to issue $2,055,000
General Obligation Improvement Bonds, Series 2019A (the "Bonds" or individually, a "Bond"),
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 475 and 429 to finance various street improvement
projects within the City (the "Improvements"); and
B.
WHEREAS, the Improvements and all their components have been ordered prior
to the date hereof, after a hearing thereon for which notice was given describing the
Improvements or all their components by general nature, estimated cost, and area to be assessed;
and
C.
WHEREAS, the City has retained Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC, in St.
Paul, Minnesota ("Baker Tilly MA"), as its independent municipal advisor for the sale of the
Bonds and was therefore authorized to sell the Bonds by private negotiation in accordance with
Minnesota Statutes, Section 475.60, Subdivision 2(9) and proposals to purchase the Bonds have
been solicited by Baker Tilly MA; and
D.
WHEREAS, the proposals set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto were received
by the Administrator, or designee, at the offices of Baker Tilly MA at 10:30 A.M. this same day
pursuant to the Terms of Proposal established for the Bonds; and
E.
WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the City that the Bonds be issued in bookentry form as hereinafter provided; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, as follows:
1.
Acceptance of Proposal. The proposal of _____________________________
(the "Purchaser"), to purchase the Bonds, in accordance with the Terms of Proposal, at the rates
of interest hereinafter set forth, and to pay therefor the sum of $__________, plus interest
accrued to settlement, is hereby found, determined and declared to be the most favorable
proposal received, is hereby accepted and the Bonds are hereby awarded to the Purchaser. The
Administrator is directed to retain the deposit of the Purchaser and to forthwith return to the
unsuccessful bidders their good faith checks or drafts.
2.

Bond Terms.

(a)
Original Issue Date; Denominations; Maturities. The Bonds shall be dated
December 4, 2019, as the date of original issue, be issued forthwith on or after such date in fully
registered form, be numbered from R-1 upward in the denomination of $5,000 each or in any
integral multiple thereof of a single maturity (the "Authorized Denominations") and mature on
February 1 in the years and amounts as follows:
Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Amount
$

Year

Amount

2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035

$

As may be requested by the Purchaser, one or more term Bonds may be issued having
mandatory sinking fund redemption and final maturity amounts conforming to the foregoing
principal repayment schedule, and corresponding additions may be made to the provisions of the
applicable Bond(s).
(b)
Book Entry Only System. The Depository Trust Company, a limited purpose
trust company organized under the laws of the State of New York or any of its successors or its
successors to its functions hereunder (the "Depository") will act as securities depository for the
Bonds, and to this end:
(i)

The Bonds shall be initially issued and, so long as they remain in book entry form
only (the "Book Entry Only Period"), shall at all times be in the form of a separate
single fully registered Bond for each maturity of the Bonds; and for purposes of
complying with this requirement under paragraphs 5 and 10 Authorized
Denominations for any Bond shall be deemed to be limited during the Book Entry
Only Period to the outstanding principal amount of that Bond.

(ii)

Upon initial issuance, ownership of the Bonds shall be registered in a bond
register maintained by the Bond Registrar (as hereinafter defined) in the name of
CEDE & CO, as the nominee (it or any nominee of the existing or a successor
Depository, the "Nominee").

(iii)

With respect to the Bonds neither the City nor the Bond Registrar shall have any
responsibility or obligation to any broker, dealer, bank, or any other financial
institution for which the Depository holds Bonds as securities depository (the
"Participant") or the person for which a Participant holds an interest in the Bonds
shown on the books and records of the Participant (the "Beneficial Owner").
Without limiting the immediately preceding sentence, neither the City, nor the
Bond Registrar, shall have any such responsibility or obligation with respect to

(A) the accuracy of the records of the Depository, the Nominee or any Participant
with respect to any ownership interest in the Bonds, or (B) the delivery to any
Participant, any Owner or any other person, other than the Depository, of any
notice with respect to the Bonds, including any notice of redemption, or (C) the
payment to any Participant, any Beneficial Owner or any other person, other than
the Depository, of any amount with respect to the principal of or premium, if any,
or interest on the Bonds, or (D) the consent given or other action taken by the
Depository as the Registered Holder of any Bonds (the "Holder"). For purposes
of securing the vote or consent of any Holder under this Resolution, the City may,
however, rely upon an omnibus proxy under which the Depository assigns its
consenting or voting rights to certain Participants to whose accounts the Bonds
are credited on the record date identified in a listing attached to the omnibus
proxy.
(iv)

The City and the Bond Registrar may treat as and deem the Depository to be the
absolute owner of the Bonds for the purpose of payment of the principal of and
premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds, for the purpose of giving notices of
redemption and other matters with respect to the Bonds, for the purpose of
obtaining any consent or other action to be taken by Holders for the purpose of
registering transfers with respect to such Bonds, and for all purpose whatsoever.
The Bond Registrar, as paying agent hereunder, shall pay all principal of and
premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds only to the Holder or the Holders of
the Bonds as shown on the bond register, and all such payments shall be valid and
effective to fully satisfy and discharge the City's obligations with respect to the
principal of and premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds to the extent of the
sum or sums so paid.

(v)

Upon delivery by the Depository to the Bond Registrar of written notice to the
effect that the Depository has determined to substitute a new Nominee in place of
the existing Nominee, and subject to the transfer provisions in paragraph 10,
references to the Nominee hereunder shall refer to such new Nominee.

(vi)

So long as any Bond is registered in the name of a Nominee, all payments with
respect to the principal of and premium, if any, and interest on such Bond and all
notices with respect to such Bond shall be made and given, respectively, by the
Bond Registrar or City, as the case may be, to the Depository as provided in the
Letter of Representations to the Depository required by the Depository as a
condition to its acting as book-entry Depository for the Bonds (said Letter of
Representations, together with any replacement thereof or amendment or
substitute thereto, including any standard procedures or policies referenced
therein or applicable thereto respecting the procedures and other matters relating
to the Depository's role as book-entry Depository for the Bonds, collectively
hereinafter referred to as the "Letter of Representations").

(vii)

All transfers of beneficial ownership interests in each Bond issued in book-entry
form shall be limited in principal amount to Authorized Denominations and shall

be effected by procedures by the Depository with the Participants for recording
and transferring the ownership of beneficial interests in such Bonds.
(viii) In connection with any notice or other communication to be provided to the
Holders pursuant to this Resolution by the City or Bond Registrar with respect to
any consent or other action to be taken by Holders, the Depository shall consider
the date of receipt of notice requesting such consent or other action as the record
date for such consent or other action; provided, that the City or the Bond Registrar
may establish a special record date for such consent or other action. The City or
the Bond Registrar shall, to the extent possible, give the Depository notice of such
special record date not less than fifteen calendar days in advance of such special
record date to the extent possible.
(ix)

Any successor Bond Registrar in its written acceptance of its duties under this
Resolution and any paying agency/bond registrar agreement, shall agree to take
any actions necessary from time to time to comply with the requirements of the
Letter of Representations.

(c)
Termination of Book-Entry Only System. Discontinuance of a particular
Depository's services and termination of the book-entry only system may be effected as follows:
(i)

The Depository may determine to discontinue providing its services with respect
to the Bonds at any time by giving written notice to the City and discharging its
responsibilities with respect thereto under applicable law. The City may
terminate the services of the Depository with respect to the Bond if it determines
that the Depository is no longer able to carry out its functions as securities
depository or the continuation of the system of book-entry transfers through the
Depository is not in the best interests of the City or the Beneficial Owners.

(ii)

Upon termination of the services of the Depository as provided in the preceding
paragraph, and if no substitute securities depository is willing to undertake the
functions of the Depository hereunder can be found which, in the opinion of the
City, is willing and able to assume such functions upon reasonable or customary
terms, or if the City determines that it is in the best interests of the City or the
Beneficial Owners of the Bond that the Beneficial Owners be able to obtain
certificates for the Bonds, the Bonds shall no longer be registered as being
registered in the bond register in the name of the Nominee, but may be registered
in whatever name or names the Holder of the Bonds shall designate at that time,
in accordance with paragraph 10. To the extent that the Beneficial Owners are
designated as the transferee by the Holders, in accordance with paragraph 10, the
Bonds will be delivered to the Beneficial Owners.

(iii)

Nothing in this subparagraph (d) shall limit or restrict the provisions of paragraph
10.

(d)
Letter of Representations. The provisions in the Letter of Representations are
incorporated herein by reference and made a part of the resolution, and if and to the extent any
such provisions are inconsistent with the other provisions of this resolution, the provisions in the
Letter of Representations shall control.
3.
Purpose. The Bonds shall provide funds to finance the Improvements. The total
cost of the Improvements, which shall include all costs enumerated in Minnesota Statutes,
Section 475.65, is estimated to be at least equal to the amount of the Bonds. Work on the
Improvements shall proceed with due diligence to completion. The City covenants that it shall
do all things and perform all acts required of it to assure that work on the Improvements
proceeds with due diligence to completion and that any and all permits and studies required
under law for the Improvements are obtained.
4.
Interest. The Bonds shall bear interest payable semiannually on February 1 and
August 1 of each year (each, an "Interest Payment Date"), commencing August 1, 2020,
calculated on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months, at the respective rates per
annum set forth opposite the maturity years as follows:
Maturity Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Interest Rate
%

Maturity Year
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035

Interest Rate
%

5.
Redemption. All Bonds maturing on February 1, 2029, and thereafter shall be
subject to redemption and prepayment at the option of the City on February 1, 2028, and on any
date thereafter at a price of par plus accrued interest. Redemption may be in whole or in part of
the Bonds subject to prepayment. If redemption is in part, the maturities and the principal
amounts within each maturity to be redeemed shall be determined by the City and if only part of
the Bonds having a common maturity date are called for prepayment, the specific Bonds to be
prepaid shall be chosen by lot by the Registrar. Bonds or portions thereof called for redemption
shall be due and payable on the redemption date, and interest thereon shall cease to accrue from
and after the redemption date. Mailed notice of redemption shall be given to the paying agent
and to each affected registered holder of the Bonds at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed
for redemption.
To effect a partial redemption of Bonds having a common maturity date, the Registrar
prior to giving notice of redemption shall assign to each Bond having a common maturity date a
distinctive number for each $5,000 of the principal amount of such Bond. The Registrar shall
then select by lot, using such method of selection as it shall deem proper in its discretion, from
the numbers so assigned to the Bonds, as many numbers as, at $5,000 for each number, shall

equal the principal amount of the Bonds to be redeemed. The Bonds to be redeemed shall be the
Bonds to which were assigned numbers so selected; provided, however, that only so much of the
principal amount of each Bond of a denomination of more than $5,000 shall be redeemed as shall
equal $5,000 for each number assigned to it and so selected. If a Bond is to be redeemed only in
part, it shall be surrendered to the Registrar (with, if the City or Registrar so requires, a written
instrument of transfer in form satisfactory to the City and Registrar duly executed by the Holder
thereof or the Holder's attorney duly authorized in writing) and the City shall execute (if
necessary) and the Registrar shall authenticate and deliver to the Holder of the Bond, without
service charge, a new Bond or Bonds having the same stated maturity and interest rate and of any
Authorized Denomination or Denominations, as requested by the Holder, in aggregate principal
amount equal to and in exchange for the unredeemed portion of the principal of the Bond so
surrendered.
6.
Bond Registrar. U.S. Bank National Association, in St. Paul, Minnesota, is
appointed to act as bond registrar and transfer agent with respect to the Bonds (the "Bond
Registrar"), and shall do so unless and until a successor Bond Registrar is duly appointed, all
pursuant to any contract the City and Bond Registrar shall execute which is consistent herewith.
The Bond Registrar shall also serve as paying agent unless and until a successor paying agent is
duly appointed. Principal and interest on the Bonds shall be paid to the registered holders (or
record holders) of the Bonds in the manner set forth in the form of Bond and in paragraph 12.
7.
Form of Bond. The Bonds, together with the Bond Registrar's Certificate of
Authentication, the form of Assignment and the registration information thereon, shall be in
substantially the following form:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF MINNESOTA
FARIBAULT COUNTY
CITY OF BLUE EARTH
R-_______

$_________
GENERAL OBLIGATION IMPROVEMENT BOND, SERIES 2019A

Interest Rate

Maturity Date

Date of Original Issue

___%

February 1, ____

December 4, 2019

REGISTERED OWNER:

CUSIP

CEDE & CO.

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT:
THE CITY OF BLUE EARTH, FARIBAULT COUNTY, MINNESOTA (the "Issuer"),
certifies that it is indebted and for value received promises to pay to the registered owner
specified above, or registered assigns, unless called for earlier redemption, in the manner
hereinafter set forth, the principal amount specified above, on the maturity date specified above,
and to pay interest thereon semiannually on February 1 and August 1 of each year (each, an
"Interest Payment Date"), commencing August 1, 2020, at the rate per annum specified above
(calculated on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve thirty-day months) until the principal sum is
paid or has been provided for. This Bond will bear interest from the most recent Interest
Payment Date to which interest has been paid or, if no interest has been paid, from the date of
original issue hereof. The principal of and premium, if any, on this Bond are payable upon
presentation and surrender hereof at the U.S. Bank National Association, in St. Paul, Minnesota
(the "Bond Registrar"), acting as paying agent, or any successor paying agent duly appointed by
the Issuer (the "Bond Registrar"), acting as paying agent, or any successor paying agent duly
appointed by the Issuer. Interest on this Bond will be paid on each Interest Payment Date by
check or draft mailed to the person in whose name this Bond is registered (the "Holder" or
"Bondholder") on the registration books of the Issuer maintained by the Bond Registrar and at
the address appearing thereon at the close of business on the fifteenth day of the calendar month
next preceding such Interest Payment Date (the "Regular Record Date"). Any interest not so
timely paid shall cease to be payable to the person who is the Holder hereof as of the Regular
Record Date, and shall be payable to the person who is the Holder hereof at the close of business
on a date (the "Special Record Date") fixed by the Bond Registrar whenever money becomes
available for payment of the defaulted interest. Notice of the Special Record Date shall be given
to Bondholders not less than ten days prior to the Special Record Date. The principal of and
premium, if any, and interest on this Bond are payable in lawful money of the United States of
America. So long as this Bond is registered in the name of the Depository or its Nominee as
provided in the Resolution hereinafter described, and as those terms are defined therein, payment
of principal of, premium, if any, and interest on this Bond and notice with respect thereto shall be
made as provided in the Letter of Representations, as defined in the Resolution, and surrender of
this Bond shall not be required for payment of the redemption price upon a partial redemption of

this Bond. Until termination of the book-entry only system pursuant to the Resolution, Bonds
may only be registered in the name of the Depository or its Nominee.
Optional Redemption. The Bonds of this issue (the "Bonds") maturing on February 1,
2029, and thereafter, are subject to redemption and prepayment at the option of the Issuer on
February 1, 2028, and on any date thereafter at a price of par plus accrued interest. Redemption
may be in whole or in part of the Bonds subject to prepayment. If redemption is in part, the
maturities and the principal amounts within each maturity to be redeemed shall be determined by
the Issuer; and if only part of the Bonds having a common maturity date are called for
prepayment, the specific Bonds to be prepaid shall be chosen by lot by the Bond Registrar.
Bonds or portions thereof called for redemption shall be due and payable on the redemption date,
and interest thereon shall cease to accrue from and after the redemption date. Mailed notice of
redemption shall be given to the paying agent and to each affected registered holder of the Bonds
at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed for redemption.
Prior to the date on which any Bond or Bonds are directed by the Issuer to be redeemed
in advance of maturity, the Issuer will cause notice of the call thereof for redemption identifying
the Bonds to be redeemed to be mailed to the Bond Registrar and all Bondholders, at the
addresses shown on the Bond Register. All Bonds so called for redemption will cease to bear
interest on the specified redemption date, provided funds for their redemption have been duly
deposited.
Selection of Bonds for Redemption; Partial Redemption. To effect a partial redemption
of Bonds having a common maturity date, the Bond Registrar shall assign to each Bond having a
common maturity date a distinctive number for each $5,000 of the principal amount of such
Bond. The Bond Registrar shall then select by lot, using such method of selection as it shall
deem proper in its discretion, from the numbers assigned to the Bonds, as many numbers as, at
$5,000 for each number, shall equal the principal amount of the Bonds to be redeemed. The
Bonds to be redeemed shall be the Bonds to which were assigned numbers so selected; provided,
however, that only so much of the principal amount of such Bond of a denomination of more
than $5,000 shall be redeemed as shall equal $5,000 for each number assigned to it and so
selected. If a Bond is to be redeemed only in part, it shall be surrendered to the Bond Registrar
(with, if the Issuer or Bond Registrar so requires, a written instrument of transfer in form
satisfactory to the Issuer and Bond Registrar duly executed by the Holder thereof or the Holder's
attorney duly authorized in writing) and the Issuer shall execute (if necessary) and the Bond
Registrar shall authenticate and deliver to the Holder of the Bond, without service charge, a new
Bond or Bonds having the same stated maturity and interest rate and of any Authorized
Denomination or Denominations, as requested by the Holder, in aggregate principal amount
equal to and in exchange for the unredeemed portion of the principal of the Bond so surrendered.
Issuance; Purpose; General Obligation. This Bond is one of an issue in the total principal
amount of $2,055,000, all of like date of original issue and tenor, except as to number, maturity,
interest rate, redemption privilege and denomination, issued pursuant to and in full conformity
with the Constitution, Charter of the Issuer and laws of the State of Minnesota and pursuant to a
resolution adopted by the City Council of the Issuer on November 4, 2019 (the "Resolution"), for
the purpose of providing money to finance various street improvement projects within the

jurisdiction of the Issuer. This Bond is payable out of the General Obligation Improvement
Bonds, Series 2019A Fund of the Issuer. This Bond constitutes a general obligation of the
Issuer, and to provide moneys for the prompt and full payment of its principal, premium, if any,
and interest when the same become due, the full faith and credit and taxing powers of the Issuer
have been and are hereby irrevocably pledged.
Denominations; Exchange; Resolution. The Bonds are issuable solely in fully registered
form in Authorized Denominations (as defined in the Resolution) and are exchangeable for fully
registered Bonds of other Authorized Denominations in equal aggregate principal amounts at the
principal office of the Bond Registrar, but only in the manner and subject to the limitations
provided in the Resolution. Reference is hereby made to the Resolution for a description of the
rights and duties of the Bond Registrar. Copies of the Resolution are on file in the principal
office of the Bond Registrar.
Transfer. This Bond is transferable by the Holder in person or the Holder's attorney duly
authorized in writing at the principal office of the Bond Registrar upon presentation and
surrender hereof to the Bond Registrar, all subject to the terms and conditions provided in the
Resolution and to reasonable regulations of the Issuer contained in any agreement with the Bond
Registrar. Thereupon the Issuer shall execute and the Bond Registrar shall authenticate and
deliver, in exchange for this Bond, one or more new fully registered Bonds in the name of the
transferee (but not registered in blank or to "bearer" or similar designation), of an Authorized
Denomination or Denominations, in aggregate principal amount equal to the principal amount of
this Bond, of the same maturity and bearing interest at the same rate.
Fees upon Transfer or Loss. The Bond Registrar may require payment of a sum
sufficient to cover any tax or other governmental charge payable in connection with the transfer
or exchange of this Bond and any legal or unusual costs regarding transfers and lost Bonds.
Treatment of Registered Owners. The Issuer and Bond Registrar may treat the person in
whose name this Bond is registered as the owner hereof for the purpose of receiving payment as
herein provided (except as otherwise provided herein with respect to the Record Date) and for all
other purposes, whether or not this Bond shall be overdue, and neither the Issuer nor the Bond
Registrar shall be affected by notice to the contrary.
Authentication. This Bond shall not be valid or become obligatory for any purpose or be
entitled to any security unless the Certificate of Authentication hereon shall have been executed
by the Bond Registrar.
Qualified Tax-Exempt Obligation. This Bond has been designated by the Issuer as a
"qualified tax-exempt obligation" for purposes of Section 265(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986, as amended.
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED AND RECITED that all acts, conditions and things
required by the Constitution, Charter of the Issuer and laws of the State of Minnesota to be done,
to happen and to be performed, precedent to and in the issuance of this Bond, have been done,
have happened and have been performed, in regular and due form, time and manner as required

by law, and that this Bond, together with all other debts of the Issuer outstanding on the date of
original issue hereof and the date of its issuance and delivery to the original purchaser, does not
exceed any constitutional, charter or statutory limitation of indebtedness.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City of Blue Earth, Faribault County, Minnesota, by its
City Council has caused this Bond to be executed on its behalf by the facsimile signatures of its
Mayor and its Administrator, the corporate seal of the Issuer having been intentionally omitted as
permitted by law.
Date of Registration:

Registrable by: U.S. BANK NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

____________________________

Payable at:

BOND REGISTRAR'S
CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHENTICATION

CITY OF BLUE EARTH,
FARIBAULT COUNTY, MINNESOTA

This Bond is one of the
Bonds described in the
Resolution mentioned
within.

U.S. BANK NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

/s/
Mayor

U.S. Bank National Association
St. Paul, Minnesota
Bond Registrar
/s/
City Administrator

By:
Authorized Signature

Summary:

Blue Earth, Minnesota; General
Obligation
Primary Credit Analyst:
Emily Powers, Chicago + 1 (312) 233 7030; emily.powers@spglobal.com
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Scott Nees, Chicago (1) 312-233-7064; scott.nees@spglobal.com
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Credit Profile
US$2.055 mil GO imp bnds ser 2019A due 02/01/2035
Long Term Rating

A+/Stable

New

A+/Stable

Affirmed

Blue Earth GO
Long Term Rating

Rationale
S&P Global Ratings assigned its 'A+' long-term rating to Blue Earth, Minn.'s series 2019A general obligation (GO)
improvement bonds. At the same time, we affirmed our 'A+' rating on the city's previously issued GO bonds. The
outlook is stable.
The bonds are secured by the city's full faith and credit pledge and ability to levy unlimited ad valorem property taxes.
Officials intend to pay debt service with special assessments, utility revenues, and property taxes, but the rating is
based on the unlimited ad valorem tax pledge. Proceeds will be used to finance various street improvement projects
throughout the city.
Blue Earth has maintained a strong history of mostly stable operational performance, complete with very strong
reserves, maintained above 75% of expenditures, well above the city's formal fund balance policy. The city is backed
by a strong management team that has implemented robust policies and practices, helping it sustain stability in
operations. Inhibiting the city from a higher rating are its weak economic metrics that are not comparable with what
we would expect at a higher rating level, and its very weak debt profile, specifically its high overall net debt as a
percentage of market value, which is calculated at 15.6%. Debt service carrying charges are also somewhat elevated,
but the city's other long-term liabilities (pension and other postemployment benefits [OPEBs]) are manageable, further
supporting its underlying credit quality. We believe the city will maintain its operational performance and debt profile
at a level comparable with the current rating.
The 'A+' rating reflects our assessment of the city's:
• Very weak economy, with significant population decline;
• Strong management, with good financial policies and practices under our Financial Management Assessment (FMA)
methodology;
• Adequate budgetary performance, with operating results that we expect could improve in the near term relative to
fiscal 2018, which closed with operating deficits in the general fund and at the total governmental fund level in fiscal
2018;
• Very strong budgetary flexibility, with a high available fund balance in fiscal 2018 of 86% of operating expenditures;
• Very strong liquidity, with total government available cash at 120.6% of total governmental fund expenditures and
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5.5x governmental debt service, and access to external liquidity we consider strong;
• Very weak debt and contingent liability position, with debt service carrying charges at 21.9% of expenditures and
net direct debt that is 373.6% of total governmental fund revenue, and high overall net debt at greater than 10% of
market value, but rapid amortization, with 75.6% of debt scheduled to be retired in 10 years; and
• Strong institutional framework score.

Very weak economy
We consider Blue Earth's economy very weak. The city, with an estimated population of 3,259, is in Faribault County,
approximately 125 miles southwest of the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. It is the county seat. The city has a
projected per capita effective buying income of 100.5% of the national level and per capita market value of $48,272.
Overall, market value grew by 1.5% over the past year to $157.3 million in 2019. Weakening Blue Earth's economy is
its demographic profile, which includes significant population decline at the county level of negative 8%. The county
unemployment rate was 3.5% in 2018.
While the city is primarily agricultural-based, it also serves as a center for retail trade, medical care, education, and
small industries. Residents also have access to the surrounding area for employment opportunities, primarily in
agriculture and related sectors. Major employers in the city include the local school district (255 employees), Kerry
Ingredients Inc., Seneca Foods Corp., and the Blue Earth United Hospital District, each of which employ 230 people.
The tax base is primarily made up of residential properties (46%) followed by commercial/industrial (38%). The tax
base has seen growth recently, with the completion of a new housing development, coupled with continued industrial
development as a commercial production company is planning to build a new facility in Blue Earth. Because of this,
management expects net tax capacity to continue to increase roughly 3%-5% annually. The county's population has
been declining significantly in recent years, and is a negative factor in the economic assessment.

Strong management
We view the city's management as strong, with good financial policies and practices under our FMA methodology,
indicating financial practices exist in most areas, but that governance officials might not formalize or monitor all of
them on a regular basis.
Management uses three years of historical data when creating the budget, coupled with information from outside
sources, to create reasonable and well-grounded revenue and expenditure assumptions. During the year, the council
receives a monthly report on budget-to-actual results, and the budget can be amended as needed. Management
maintains a formalized five-year capital improvement plan that identifies future projects and funding sources, and is
updated each year. The city has a formal investment policy and recently adopted a debt management policy that is
more restrictive than state guidelines. Additionally, it has a formal fund balance policy to maintain reserves above 35%
of expenditures for cash-flow purposes. It does not engage in long-term financial forecasting.

Adequate budgetary performance
Blue Earth's budgetary performance is adequate, in our opinion. The city had operating deficits of negative 3.9% of
expenditures in the general fund and negative 4.9% across all governmental funds in fiscal 2018. Our assessment
accounts for the fact that we expect budgetary results could improve from 2018 results in the near term.
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We adjusted general fund revenues and expenditures and total governmental fund revenues to account for annually
recurring transfers. We also adjusted for one-time capital spending financed with bond proceeds in general fund and
total governmental fund expenditures.
Overall performance in fiscal 2018 largely reflected significant one-time spending on capital projects, including a
public works garage, a housing development and, annual street projects, accounted for in various governmental funds,
including the general fund. Funding for all projects was split between 2018 and 2019. After adjustments, general fund
and total governmental fund performance for 2018 was slightly negative, after accounting for these projects.
Actual results for fiscal 2019 are currently tracking closely with the balanced budget primarily due to conservative
budgeting on the revenue side; officials anticipate closing the year with a surplus in the general fund, estimated to be
roughly $60,000, or 2% of expenditures. The preliminary budget for fiscal 2020 is calling for a similar result, including
minimal levy increases. Management isn't expecting any major trend deviations across all governmental funds.
Overall, the city has maintained mostly stable operations in recent years, responding well to budgetary pressures. We
expect management will continue to manage its capital expenses to maintain consistent budgetary performance and
general fund reserves, and we expect performance will remain at least adequate over the next two years.
City operations are funded primarily by local government aid (LGA), which was 61% of fiscal 2018 general fund
revenue, followed by property taxes (17%). LGA has remained stable in recent years, which management expects will
continue, although they monitor LGA trends closely for any possible changes at the state level.

Very strong budgetary flexibility
Blue Earth's budgetary flexibility is very strong, in our view, with a high available fund balance in fiscal 2018 of 86% of
operating expenditures, or $3.2 million. We expect the available fund balance to remain above 75% of expenditures for
the current and next fiscal years, which we view as a positive credit factor. The available fund balance includes $2.8
million (76.5% of expenditures) in the general fund and $351,000 (9.5%) that is outside the general fund but legally
available for operations.
In our calculation of the city's available fund balance, we have included cash in the municipal liquor fund. Available
reserves have been historically maintained above 75% of expenditures, well above the city's formal policy of 35% of
operating expenditures. Management expects reserves to be maintained at current levels, increasing fund balance
when budgetary results allow. We do not anticipate any major changes in the city's reserves for fiscal years 2019 and
2020, given that revenues and expenditures are tracking positively to the balanced budget, and our view that
budgetary balance is a long-term goal for management. Additionally, we expect the city's available reserves to remain
in excess of 75% of expenditures for at least the next couple of years, which we believe is a credit strength. Therefore,
we believe our view of its budgetary flexibility should remain very strong.

Very strong liquidity
In our opinion, Blue Earth's liquidity is very strong, with total government available cash at 120.6% of total
governmental fund expenditures and 5.5x governmental debt service in 2018. In our view, the city has strong access to
external liquidity if necessary.
The city's available $8.0 million in available cash and investments (after removing unspent bond proceeds) were held
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primarily in cash, certificates of deposit, and a federal home bank loan, which we do not consider aggressive. Based on
past issuance of debt, we believe the city has strong access to capital markets to provide for liquidity needs if
necessary. It has no direct-purchase or variable-rate debt that we expect could pose a liquidity risk and we expect its
liquidity profile will remain very strong.

Very weak debt and contingent liability profile
In our view, Blue Earth's debt and contingent liability profile is very weak. Total governmental fund debt service is
21.9% of total governmental fund expenditures, and net direct debt is 373.6% of total governmental fund revenue.
Negatively affecting our view of the city's debt profile is its high overall net debt of 15.6% of market value.
Approximately 75.6% of the direct debt is scheduled to be repaid within 10 years, which is, in our view, a positive
credit factor.
We calculate total direct debt at about $30.6 million; when excluding self-supporting GO debt paid from the city's
enterprise funds, net direct debt amounts to about $23.3 million. Management noted that the city will continue to issue
debt annually for continued street projects, typically amounting to $2.0 million each year. Despite rapid amortization,
we believe the city's debt profile will likely remain very weak over the next two fiscal years.
Blue Earth's pension contributions totaled 1.9% of total governmental fund expenditures in 2018. The city made its full
annual required pension contribution in 2018. The city does not offer any OPEBs.
Blue Earth participates in the General Employees Retirement Fund (GERF) and the Public Employees Police and Fire
Fund (PEPFF), which are cost-sharing, multiple-employer, defined-benefit pension plans administered by the Public
Employees Retirement Association of Minnesota (PERA). Required pension contributions to these plans are
determined by state statute. Contributions are not based on an actuarial determined contribution (ADC) and have not
been keeping up with the plans' increasing liabilities, which indicates that employer contributions may rise. The state
recently passed pension legislation that will marginally increase contributions (for PEPFF only), reduce the investment
rate of return to 7.5% (from 8%), and reduce some employee benefits (primarily cost-of-living adjustments). While we
view these as positive changes for future plan funding levels, the lack of an actuarial funding policy remains a
weakness in these plans. For more information about the reforms included in the 2018 omnibus retirement bill and the
potential for future cost increases, see our article titled, "Minnesota’s New Pension Bill Is A Positive Step Toward
Sustainable Funding" (published on June 7, 2018, on RatingsDirect).
The GERF and PEPFF were 79.5% and 88.8% funded, respectively, in fiscal 2018. The city's proportionate share of the
net pension liability for these plans totaled $1.1 million in fiscal 2018, the most recent year for which data are available.
We consider historical plan funding levels somewhat weak, and we believe that the history of pension contributions
below the ADC increases the risk of payment acceleration. Despite these weaknesses, we believe Blue Earth has
sufficient taxing and operational flexibility to manage future increases in pension contributions. However, if pension
contributions come to absorb a larger share of the city's budget, our view of its debt and contingent liability profile
could weaken.

Strong institutional framework
The institutional framework score for Minnesota cities with a population greater than 2,500 is strong.
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Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our view that that Blue Earth's strong management policies and practices will enable it to
maintain stable operating performance, with very strong budgetary flexibility and liquidity. We do not expect to
change the rating within the two-year outlook period.

Upside scenario
We could raise the rating if the city's economic measures and debt and contingent liability profile improve
significantly, assuming no changes in other credit factors.

Downside scenario
We could lower the rating if the city were to become structurally imbalanced, causing a weakening of budgetary
flexibility, resulting in a significant drawdown in reserves, or if additional debt resulted in carrying costs that pressured
the city's performance.

Related Research
• S&P Public Finance Local GO Criteria: How We Adjust Data For Analytic Consistency, Sept. 12, 2013
• Criteria Guidance: Assessing U.S. Public Finance Pension And Other Postemployment Obligations For GO Debt,
Local Government GO Ratings, And State Ratings, Oct. 7, 2019
Ratings Detail (As Of October 30, 2019)
Blue Earth GO bnds ser 2013B dtd 09/11/2013 due 02/01/2015-2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029
Long Term Rating

A+/Stable

Affirmed

A+/Stable

Affirmed

Blue Earth GO bnds ser 2015A due 02/01/2031
Long Term Rating

Blue Earth GO pub imp & rfdg bnds ser 2012A dtd 06/15/2012 due 02/01/2014-2028
Long Term Rating

A+/Stable

Affirmed

A+(SPUR)/Stable

Affirmed

A+(SPUR)/Stable

Affirmed

Blue Earth GO (AGM)
Unenhanced Rating
Blue Earth GO (MAC)
Unenhanced Rating
Many issues are enhanced by bond insurance.

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors, have specific meanings ascribed
to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for
further information. Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating
action can be found on S&P Global Ratings' public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left column.
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ASSESSMENT ROLL
UNPAID CHARGES FOR CURRENT SERVICES – 2019

P.I.N.

Name

Description

Amount

21.577.0670

Donna Erickson

Code enforcement of
mowing

$ 502.00

Code enforcement of
mowing

$ 82.00

Code enforcement of
mowing

$

Code enforcement of
mowing

$ 342.00

21.325.0960
21.017.1070
21.200.3180

Ludivina Garza
Janet Krinke
Gladys Sandum

Total

90.00

$ 1,016.00

CITY OF BLUE EARTH
RESOLUTION 19-17
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING FOR ASSESSMENT
UNPAID CHARGES FOR CURRENT SERVICES
WHEREAS, pursuant to proper notice as required by law, the council has met and heard
and passed upon all objections to the proposed assessment for unpaid charges for current services
and has amended such proposed assessment as it deems just.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA:
1. Such proposed assessment as amended, a copy of which is attached hereto and made a
part hereof, is hereby accepted and shall constitute the special assessment against the
lands named therein, and each tract of land therein included is hereby found to be
benefited by the proposed improvement in the amount of the assessment levied against
it.
2. Such assessment shall be payable in equal annual installments extending over a period
of 1 year, the first of the installments to be payable on or before the first Monday in
January 2020 and shall bear interest at the rate of 6 % percent per annum from the date
of the adoption of this assessment resolution.
3. The owner of any property so assessed may, at any time prior to certification of the
assessment to the county auditor, pay the whole of the assessment on such property,
with interest accrued to the date of payment, to the city treasurer, except that no interest
shall be charged if the entire assessment is paid within 30 days from the adoption of this
resolution; and he may, at any time thereafter, pay to the city treasurer the entire amount
of the assessment remaining unpaid, with interest accrued to December 31 of the year in
which such payment is made. Such payment must be made before November 15 or
interest will be charged through December 31 of the next succeeding year.
4. The clerk shall forthwith transmit a certified duplicate of this assessment to the county
auditor to be extended on the property tax lists of the county. Such assessments shall be
collected and paid over in the same manner as other municipal taxes.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BLUE
EARTH ON THIS 4th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2019.
BY:
__________________________________
Richard Scholtes
Mayor
(Seal)

ATTEST:
____________________________________
Timothy Ibisch
City Administrator

INVESTMENT SCHEDULE
CITY OF BLUE EARTH
NOVEMBER 4, 2019

CURRENT INVESTMENTS
INSTITUTION
FIRST BANK OF BE

INSTRUMENT
GENERAL CHECKING ACCT#415017300

INTEREST
1.80%

MATURITY

CURRENT

10/17/2019 $

4,283,754

LONG TERM INVESTMENTS
INSTITUTION
1 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
2 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
3 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
4 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
5 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
6 NORTHLAND SECURITIES
7 NORTHLAND SECURITIES

INSTRUMENT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
FEDERAL SECURITY
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT

INTEREST
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
STREET FUND RESERVE
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT

MATURITY
10/31/2020
5/24/2024
9/9/2020
9/9/2024
1/11/2021
8/23/2021
12/26/2019
TOTAL

CURRENT
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,000
175,000
100,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
125,000
1,100,000

LONG TERM INVESTMENTS DETAILS
1 Certificate of Deposit. Wells Fargo Bank Sioux Falls, SD. 2.950% interest rate paid monthly. Call date 10/12/2018 and maturity date 10/13/20
2 Federal Home Loan Banks fixed interest rate of 2.18% paid semi annual on 5/24 and 11/24. Call date 5/24/2017 and maturity date 5/24/2024.
3 Certificate of Deposit. Goldman Sachs New York. 2.25% interest rate paid semi annual on March 9th and September 9th. Maturity 9/9/2020.
4 Certificate of Deposit. HSCB Bank USA NA MC Lean VA FID. 2% interest paid semi annual on March 9th and September 9th each year. Maturity date 9/9/2024.
5 Certificate of Deposit. Capital One Bank Glen Allen VA. 2.05% interest paid semi annual on January and July 11th each year.
6 Certificate of Deposit. MS Bank Salt Lake City, UT. 3.00% interest paid semi annual on February & August 23rd each year. Maturity date 8/2
7 Certificate of Deposit. Safra National Bank New York. 2.750% interest paid at maturity. Maturity date 12/26/2019.

Name

Gross Pay Net Pay

ANDERSON, STEVE

2,951.78

2,122.11

ANKENY, BONNIE L.

1,769.37

1,000.92

70.28

64.90

AURINGER, JONATHAN D.

453.33

389.18

BADGE, CARL G.

179.38

160.36

BELASKI, AMBER M.

344.52

275.77

BELL, BODEY G.

1,610.40

1,130.14

BELL, WESLEY H.

2,176.68

1,369.61

ASKELAND, DOMINIC W.

BROOKS, LESTER J.

522.20

471.44

BROWN, JARED M.

1,538.40

1,080.42

CHILDS, DAVID R.

1,611.20

1,136.52

CROFTON, JOSHUA A.

2,281.13

1,542.46

DAVIS, TAMMY

1,892.15

1,370.82

DAVIS, TERRY L.

1,300.51

887.35

ECKHARDT, CORINNE A.

554.72

445.97

FELION, MELISSA K.

2,283.20

1,380.62

FLETCHER, THOMAS W.

3,090.40

2,104.22

FRANTA, MARY P.
GAYDON, EVA C.
GJERSTAD, MURIEL E.
HAASE, MARK D.
HALL, MICHELLE J.
HALL, NORMAN R.
HALVORSON, BRYAN W.
HALVORSON, MOLLY A.
HAUGH, THAREN R.
HEARN, STACY L. FUCHS

78.00

12.03

2,420.80

1,496.47

297.50

251.32

31.32

28.93

1,900.70

1,026.28

20.08

18.54

219.24

168.22

612.78

507.48

2,540.06

1,759.48

47.72

44.07

HEENAN, MARK W.

1,832.80

1,340.99

HOLLAND, JAMISON R.

3,119.20

2,316.58

IBISCH, TIMOTHY

3,824.80

2,556.52

JAHNKE, LINDA J.

1,543.50

1,168.05

489.41

420.16

KITTLESON, LISA F.
LARSON, KATAYAH M.

38.60

35.65

MYERS, ERIKA M.

173.70

148.04

OLSON, DAVID L.

1,957.31

1,320.23

OMLAND, LEROY O.
PAUKERT, JORDAN R.
PAUSEWANG, BARBARA A.
ROGGENKAMP, ECHO M.
SANDERS, CRYSTAL J.

173.70

155.98

2,216.12

1,384.86

222.02

180.98

1,744.00

1,223.88

219.24

168.22

SKAARE, KEVIN

1,948.00

1,084.00

SONNICKSEN, STEVE D.

1,684.00

1,246.42

SPEAR, BROOKE N.

517.13

443.96

WATKINS, AUSTIN K.

738.76

547.00

55,240.14

37,987.15

TOTAL

To: City Council
Date: 11/4/19
Agenda Heading: City Administrator’s Report
“The one sure way of participating in the process of nation-building is to vote on Election Day.”
---Mohit Chauhan


State Considers Mandatory Body Cameras for Law Enforcement. A state working
group created in July may recommend making body cameras mandatory for all Minnesota
law enforcement. The State Working Group on Police-Involved Deadly Force Encounters,
created and co-chaired by Attorney General Keith Ellison and Public Safety Commissioner
John Harrington, held its third public hearing on Oct. 17 in Cloquet. The hearing was
focused on policy and legal implications.
LMC staff member Irene Kao testified, along with Cook County Sheriff Pat Eliasen, on
body cameras and data practices. To provide the same foundation for working group
members from the community and government alike, Kao provided a general overview of
law enforcement data and the body camera law enacted in 2016. In response to working
group members’ questions on mandating body cameras statewide, Kao said that funding
would be needed for any such mandate.



Sailor Street Nearly Completion. The concrete contractor has finished placing concrete
curb and gutter throughout the project and started working on driveways. The concrete
crew had other projects that they needed to move onto for the rest of this week and weather
conditions are really colder than desired for concrete placement anyway. In the meantime,
Holtmeier will be working on the project tomorrow through Monday, leveling and cleaning
the site, and prepping streets for paving. As of now, paving is tentatively scheduled for
Tuesday November 5th. We expect concrete work to resume shortly after paving is
completed and when weather conditions are suitable.
Now that curb and gutter is placed, residents can park on the graveled streets in front of their
house. During the day on Thursday, Friday, and Monday, while Holtmeier is grading and
prepping the streets, residents will need to park offsite or be able to move their vehicles
when asked throughout the day. Hopefully, the weather will cooperate and this project will
be able to reach this level of completion before we have substantial snowfall.



CenterPoint Franchise Fee Renewal. The franchise ordinance/agreement between Blue
Earth and CenterPoint Energy is scheduled to expire on 3/21/20. Blue Earth also has a
franchise fee imposed. While the franchise fee agreement doesn’t need to be renegotiated, a
new franchise agreement will have to in order to continue collecting the franchise fee.
Included in the packet is a model franchise ordinance/agreement . Though not a part of this

agreement process, I recommend increasing the per connection fee to $2.50 in 2020. The fee
has not been changed in many years and as part of the agreement, CenterPoint does not pay
any separate fees for the review and permit process. I have not received any feedback right
now, but we will need to discuss this issue at more length.


Proposal Seeks to Change How Cities Can Use Fire State Aid. The Office of the State
Auditor’s Fire Relief Association Working Group plans to discuss a proposal to modify
eligible uses of fire state aid at a Nov. 8 meeting. Under the proposal, employers could use
fire state aid for contributions to retirement benefits for both employee groups. Under
existing law, cities that have firefighters in relief association plans may use their fire state
aid to make retirement contributions only to the relief plan.



Business after Hours. Big shout out to the Chamber for hosting a business after hours
meet-up. These events are great opportunities for the local businesses to show off what they
do and how things are going. They also provide opportunities for networking and comparing
notes on best practices. Recently that event at the Green Giant Museum was well attended.
Thanks to Councilman Huisman for helping to represent the City.



Senior Center Events. The Senior Center has a number of events coming up with their fall
fundraiser scheduled. This baked potato soup bar helps to subsidize the meals program that
the Center hosts. On average we have approximately 13 people attend and the meals are
provided by St. Luke’s. Also Linda Jahnke and I recently met with Lutheran Social Services
to see if they would consider helping us fund the site. There are a number of issues that our
discussion identified that may mean that it is better for us to stay independent. Most notably
is the quality control of the meals and the costs. LSS has indicated that they would
recommend a charge of $5.00 per meal. We currently charge $3.00. Also they would likely
have the meals produced in a different site, possibly in Wells or Mankato. This helps them
keep their costs down. More information will be forthcoming.



Special Election. Don’t forget that the BEA School District is having a special election
tomorrow. There will be 5 sites open for the polls. The one in Blue Earth is at Hamilton
Hall. The polls will only be open from 4-8 pm, so try to make it if you can. Also on the
ballot is the open spot on the School Board that is currently filled with Jeff Eckles. For more
information and to check on the impact to your property taxes go to
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W4Ko5u2k217uDrEz61ZIKdzgT9-sYvHS/view



Vehicle Leasing. The Mayor, Tim Stoner, and I met with representatives from Enterprise
Rentals last week. The presentation was very informational and I think it shows promise in
terms of savings for the City in its vehicle acquisitions in the future. Right now we working
to get the information to them that would allow a proper calculation of costs and potential
savings. In answer to a question that came up during the discussion at the last meeting,
Enterprise actually owns Alamo and Thrifty Rental as well. It is nearly 3 times the size of
Hertz and it seems likely that the scaling that it provides would mean that it is the best
choice for Blue Earth to consult with. They indicated that almost any sort of vehicle we
need could be acquired and that includes some of the larger public works vehicles. They do
not do fire trucks however.

Meetings and Events Attended
October 4
October 5
October 7
October 8
October 9
October 10
October 14

October 15
October 16
October 17
October 21
October 22
October 23

October 24
October 25
November 1
November 2
November 4

Airport Board
American Legion Chicken Fry
Regular Work session (Deer Hunt/Building Inspections)
Regular Council
Senior Board
Eagles Club
Kiwanis Club
CEDA
City Attorney
Lutheran Social Services
BE EDA
REV Surveys-BEA Schools
CMPAS Annual Meeting
HRA
CDBG Sailor Street Canvassing
CEDA
Library Planning Session
Kiwanis
City Attorney
Rep. Gunther Meeting
Housing Visit-Frost
S&P Rating Call
Regular Worksession (2020 Budget Updates)
Regular Council
Data Practices Training
Kiwanis Presentation
CEDA
City Attorney
Park and Rec Board
Business After Hours-Chamber of Commerce
Enterprise Fleet Briefing
Planning Commission
Midwest IT
Stronger Towns – SMIF
Mock Interviews-BEA High School
American Legion Chicken Feed
Worksession
Regular Council

CITY INDEBTEDNESS REPORT
Date

Original

of Issue

Amount

6-15-12
3-27-13
7-18-18

$1,560,000
990,000
1,000,000

Purpose

Maturity

Est. Principal
Outstanding
As of 12-4-19

Swimming Pool Refunding
Capital Improvements
Capital Improvements

2-1-2027
2-1-2027
2-1-2039

$1,020,000
595,000
1,000,000

Final

Total

$2,615,000

General Obligation Special Assessment Debt
Date
of Issue

Original
Amount

12-15-09
8-15-10
6-23-11
6-15-12
9-11-13
7-1-14
9-17-15
11-3-16
7-18-18
12-4-19

$1,345,000
1,775,000
1,150,000
2,395,000
1,565,000
3,765,000
1,905,000
2,310,000
3,095,000
2,055,000

Purpose

Final
Maturity

Est. Principal
Outstanding
As of 12-4-19

Refunding
Improvements
Refunding
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements (the Bonds)

2-1-2022
2-1-2026
4-1-2020
2-1-2028
2-1-2029
2-1-2030
2-1-2031
2-1-2032
2-1-2034
2-1-2035

$ 385,000
930,000
50,000
1,510,000
1,125,000
2,895,000
1,605,000
2,040,000
3,085,000
2,055,000

Total

$15,680,000

General Obligation Tax Abatement Debt
Date

Original

of Issue

Amount

7-1-14
9-17-15

$ 450,000
1,865,000

Final
Purpose

Maturity

Tax Abatements
Tax Abatements

2-1-2030
2-1-2031

Total

Est. Principal
Outstanding
As of 12-4-19
$ 350,000
1,570,000
$1,920,000

General Obligation Utility Revenue Debt
Date
of Issue
3-30-00
9-5-06
3-19-07
7-3-07
7-20-09
7-6-10
8-15-10
4-16-12
6-15-12
7-1-13
2-5-18
Total

Original
Amount
$3,290,170
305,456
1,174,600
716,592
699,230
1,791,176
365,000
592,757
665,000
394,873
7,691,210

Purpose
Sewer Revenue Note
Drinking Water (PFA)
Drinking Water (PFA)
Clean Water (PFA)
Clean Water (PFA)
Clean Water (PFA)
Refunding
Clean Water (PFA)
Sewer Revenue
Clean Water (PFA)
Taxable Sewer Revenue Note (PFA)

Final
Maturity
8-20-2020
8-20-2026
8-20-2026
8-20-2026
8-20-2029
8-20-2025
2-1-2020
8-20-2026
2-1-2028
8-20-2028
8-20-2037

Est. Principal
Outstanding
As of 12-4-19
$

194,000
126,000
504,000
305,000
392,000
745,000
45,000
280,000
420,000
258,000
7,167,000

$10,436,000

Estimated Calendar Year Debt Service Payments Including the Bonds
G.O. Debt Supported
Solely by Taxes
Principal
Principal
& Interest

Year
2019 (at 12-4)
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
Total

$

(Paid)
220,000
230,000
235,000
230,000
245,000
240,000
270,000
275,000
45,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
55,000
55,000
55,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
65,000
65,000

$2,615,000(b)

$

(Paid)
284,974
290,379
290,479
280,369
289,903
279,065
302,681
300,643
66,381
69,956
68,456
66,925
70,284
68,531
66,744
69,800
67,700
65,600
68,413
66,138

$3,133,421

G.O. Special
Assessment Debt
Principal
Principal
& Interest(a)
$

(Paid)
1,190,000
1,285,000
1,335,000
1,225,000
1,255,000
1,295,000
1,335,000
1,215,000
1,255,000
1,100,000
980,000
700,000
555,000
395,000
405,000
155,000

$15,680,000(c)

$

(Paid)
1,578,162
1,655,451
1,672,035
1,528,399
1,525,960
1,531,951
1,536,235
1,381,656
1,388,116
1,200,466
1,051,969
749,639
588,329
415,616
414,255
156,744

$18,374,983

Estimated Calendar Year Debt Service Payments Including the Bonds
(Continued)

Year

G.O. Tax Abatement Debt
Principal
Principal
& Interest

G.O. Utility Revenue Debt
Principal
Principal
& Interest

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037

$ 140,000
145,000
145,000
150,000
155,000
160,000
160,000
170,000
175,000
180,000
185,000
155,000

$ 195,050
196,075
191,875
192,450
192,875
193,150
188,350
193,400
193,225
192,900
192,425
157,325

$ 987,000
758,000
769,000
781,000
791,000
807,000
687,000
507,000
518,000
444,000
405,000
410,000
415,000
421,000
426,000
431,000
437,000
442,000

$ 1,138,206
894,503
893,745
893,782
891,568
895,085
762,313
571,271
574,608
493,430
448,184
448,021
447,793
448,502
448,134
447,703
448,207
447,636

Total

$1,920,000(a)

$2,279,100

$10,436,000(b)

$11,592,691

Bee Keeping Guidance
City

County

Ordinance
Citation

Ordinance Language

Contact
Information

Andover

Anoka

Chapter 1,
Section (d)

Must be zoned R1, R2, or R3 and have at least two acres.

(763) 755‐
5100

Anoka

Anoka

Section 10‐2

Bees are not mentioned in the city code, but the city planner said she would consider honey
bees to be "non‐domesticated" animal. The code prohibits non‐domesticated or farm
animals within City limits.

(763) 576‐
2700

Apple Valley

Dakota

Currently, no ordinance on bees. However, code prohibits non‐domestic animals, and City
interprets bees as non‐domestic. City is revising the ordinance to expressly prohibit bees.

(952) 953‐
2500

Bayport

Washington

Section 14

Honey bees are not allowed within City limits.

(651) 275‐
4404

Blaine

Anoka

Section 14‐
225

Areas zoned residential may not have honey bees. Areas zoned agricultural may have honey
bees.

(763) 785‐
6122

Brooklyn
Center

Hennepin

Section 1‐
140

Bees are allowed with restrictions and registration

(763) 569‐
3300

Brooklyn Park

Hennepin

Section
92.50

Honey bees are permitted in lots over 5 acres. Other require registration.

(763) 424‐
8000

Burnsville

Dakota

Section 6‐2‐
20

Honey bees are prohibited in all parts of Burnsville.

(952) 895‐
4400

Carver

Carver

Section
1005.02

Codicil 1 allows animals not listed under Section 1005.02 in city limits as long as they are not
a nuisance. Therefore, honey bees are allowed as long as they are not a nuisance.

(952) 448‐
5353

Centerville

Anoka

Chapter
90.02(B)

"Licensing Honey Bees. Notwithstanding other provisions of this chapter, a person may
keep honey bee colonies on any premises after first obtaining a license as provided in this
subsection. No license shall be issued except in compliance of this section. (1) Lot size shall
be a minimum of one‐half acre; (2) No more than two honey bee colonies shall be allowed;
(3) Hives shall be setback from property lines a minimum of 25 feet; (4) Applicant must
document at least 16 hours of training in beekeeping, and (5) the colony shall be
maintained in good order and not be a nuisance to any member of the public."

(651) 429‐
3232

Champlin

Hennepin

Honey bees are not mentioned within Champlin's ordinances. The City would allow honey
bees as long as they were not a nuisance and the neighbors were on board.

(763) 421‐
8100

Chanhassen

Hennepin
and Carver

Chapter 5,
article IV

Bees allowed by permit.

(952) 227‐
1100

Chaska

Carver

Chapter 5,
Section 82

The Chaska Police Department is in charge of code enforcement. Police officer told me they
would allow a honey bee hive as long as it didn't bother the neighbors.

(952) 448‐
9200

Circle Pines

Anoka

Section
320.02(B)

"Licensing Honey Bees. Notwithstanding other provisions of this chapter, a person may
keep honey bee colonies on any premises after first obtaining a license as provided in this
subsection. No license shall be issued except in compliance of this section. (1) Lot size shall
be a minimum of one‐half acre; (2) No more than two honey bee colonies shall be allowed;
(3) Hives shall be setback from property lines a minimum of 25 feet; (4) Applicant must
document at least 16 hours of training in beekeeping, and (5) the colony shall be
maintained in good order and not be a nuisance to any member of the public."

(763) 784‐
5898

Coon Rapids

Anoka

6‐502(2), (5)

"Non‐domestic animals are defined as … bees. It shall be unlawful to keep, maintain,
harbor, or feed any non‐domestic animal within the City except where permitted elsewhere
in this Chapter."

Corcoran

Hennepin

Cottage
Grove

Washington

Dayton

Section 1020.020: bees are agricultural use. Allowed in areas zoned for agricultural use.
Other areas with restrictions.

(763) 420‐
2288

Section 11‐3‐
7

Bees are considered a farm animal and are allowed on properties of 5 or more acres.
Section defining "farm animal" is 11‐1‐3.

(651) 458‐
2800

Wright and
Hennepin

Section
1001.42
subd.8(1)(e)

Honey bees are prohibited in areas zoned residential ‐ Old Village, residential ‐ mobile
home, industrial and business, unless you have a conditional use permit.

(763) 427‐
4589

Duluth

St. Louis

1959‐6‐80

Ok in areas zoned rural;. Others require license.

Eagan

Dakota

Section
10.12

Honey bees may be kept on properties in areas that are zoned agricultural and have a
minimum of five acres. Or by permit.

Edina

Hennepin

Section
300.11

Bees are allowed with permit.

Elko New
Market

Scott

Section 6‐4‐5

Section 6‐4‐2 Honeybees are considered a farm animal. Section 6‐4‐5 states, "Farm animals
shall be kept only in areas approved under the city zoning ordinance."

Excelsior

Hennepin

Section 6‐4

Ordinance defines "undomesticated animal" as "any animal, mammal, amphibian, or
reptile, which is of a species which is wild by nature or of a species which due to size, vicious
nature, or other characteristics is inherently dangerous to human beings." "Any person may
own, keep, harbor, or maintain any nondomesticated animal, provided that it weighs less
than 50 pounds."

Falcon
Heights

Ramsey

Section 113‐
3

Honey bees are defined as a farm animal. Farm animals are not allowed to be harbored
within the city. The Falcon Heights City Council looked into a honey bee ordinance last year
but ultimately did not pass it.

Faribault

Rice

2017‐4

Bees allowed by permit

Farmington

Dakota

6‐4‐2

Allowed with
restrictions http://sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/index.php?book_id=463&chapter_id=2...

Forest Lake

Anoka

Chapter 99

Bees are defined as a farm animal. City code allows farm animals in areas zoned for
agricultural use and if the property is five acres or more.

(651) 464‐
3550

Fridley

Anoka

Section
101.05

Allowed by permit. application at FridleyMN.gov

(763) 571‐
3450

Golden Valley

Hennepin

Section
10.32

Honey bees are defined as a farm animal. Farm animals are not allowed to be harbored
within the city.

Hastings

Dakota and
Washington

Chapter
91.01

Bees are not mentioned in the city code, so they are permitted. City planner warned that if
the bees stung people or upset the neighbors, they could be removed through the public
nuisance ordinance (Section 95.20).

Hibbing

St. Louis

Section
10.23

Honey bees are defined as a farm animal. Farm animals are not allowed to be harbored
within the city.

Hopkins

Hennepin

Hopkins Code of Ordinances does not address honey bees, so they interpret that to mean
they are not permitted.

952‐548‐
6303

Hugo

Washington

Although not expressly listed in the ordinance, honey bees are considered "farm animals,"
so they are allowed in areas zoned agricultural and on lots of five or more acres.

(651) 762‐
6300

Independence

Hennepin

Defines bees as "livestock." Bees are allowed in areas which are zoned agricultural.

(763) 479‐
0527

510.05 subd.
46

(651) 792‐
7600

(651) 480‐
2350

Inver Grove
Heights

Dakota

Jordan

Scott

Lake Elmo

Washington

Lakeville

Section 10‐2‐
2

Bees are allowed in areas zoned agricultural or estate.

(651) 450‐
2500

No ordinance, so bees are not allowed. Perhaps could apply for a conditional use permit
stating beekeeping as a home occupation.

(952) 492‐
2535

Title 9,
Chapter
95.71

Honey bees are allowed on property five acres or more. Permit required for under 5 acres.

(651) 747‐
3900

Dakota

Chpt 35/11‐
35‐3

Allowed with an interim Use Permit. Application fee is $500 (ouch!) and must be presented
to and approved by the Planning Commission. The City of Lakeville contact is Daryl Morey,
Planning Director, 952‐985‐4422.

Lauderdale

Ramsey

Section 5‐3‐1

Bees are defined as a farm animal. City ordinance 5‐3‐4‐1 requires a permit to have a farm
animal.

(651) 792‐
7650

Lilydale

Dakota

Section
801.01

It's unclear if bees are allowed or not in the ordinances, and no one at the City returned my
phone messages.

(651) 457‐
2316

Lino Lakes

Anoka

Zoning

Restricted to agricultural zoned land

Long Lake

Hennepin

Lonsdale

Rice

Mahtomedi

Washington

Maple Plain

Hennepin

Maplewood

Ramsey

Marine on St.
Croix

Washington

Honey bees are not mentioned in the Code. City of Long Lake's general position is if it is not
expressly allowed, it is prohibited.

(952) 473‐
6961

S90.01

Beekeeping allowed by permit.

(507) 744‐
2327

Chapter 3.02

"No person may keep within the City any of the following: any hive or other facility for the
housing of bees."

(651) 426‐
3344

Honey bees are not mentioned in the Code. City of Maple Plain's general position is that
they are allowed, but are subject to the nuisance ordinance.

(763) 479‐
0515

Ordinance
978

Allowed with setback requirements. Bees are allowed unless they become a nuisance.

(651) 249‐
2000

Chapter 5

City of Marine on St. Croix does not have an ordinance about honey bees. The City's
position is that they are allowed unless they are a nuisance.

(651) 433‐
3636

Medicine
Lake

Hennepin

Section
200.2(7)(b)

Bees are classified as farm animals. Must get a conditional use permit to have bees.

(763)
542.9701

Mendota
Heights

Dakota

Ordinance
448, not yet
codified

Brand new ordinance: Bee keeping is allowed on properties of fifty (50) acres or more.

(651) 255‐
1153

Minneapolis

Hennepin

Section
74.80

Must get a permit from Minneapolis Animal Care and Control.

Village of
Minnetonka
Beach

Hennepin

Section
508(C)(28)(b)

"No person shall keep or allow to be kept any hive or other facility for the housing of
honeybees."

(952) 471‐
8878

Minnetrista

Hennepin

Section
1110.09

Bees are considered farm animals. "Farm animals may only be kept in A or AP zoning
districts, or in a residential lot of at least ten acres in size provided that farm animals on said
residential lots are not sheltered within 300 feet of an adjoinin piece of property."

(952) 446‐
1660

Moundsview

Ramsey

Title 700
Chapt 701

Bees allowed by permit.

New Brighton

Ramsey

Newport

Washington

North St. Paul

Honeybees require permit

(651) 638‐
2100

Section
600.21

Honeybees are considered a farm animal. Must have a permit from the City Council. Lot size
must be at least four acres. Must provide written notification to occupied property owners
situated within 250 feet from the hive. Additional standards of practice listed in Section
600.21 subd. 3(F)(4).

(651) 459‐
5677

Ramsey

Section
95.23

Honey bees are classified as a farm animal. No farm animals are allowed within city limits.

Oak Park
Heights

Washington

Section
602.02(B)

Honey bees are classified as a farm animal. Farm animals are only permitted in areas zoned
O ‐ Open Space Conservation District and also need a conditional use permit.

(651) 439‐
4439

Oakdale

Washington

Section 4‐18

"No person shall keep or allow to be kept any man‐made or manufactured hive or other
facility for the housing of bees within the city without a permit."

(651) 739‐
5086

Orono

Hennepin

Section 62‐1

Honey bees are classified as a farm animal and are allowed in areas zoned for agriculture.

(952) 249‐
4600

Osseo

Hennepin

Chapter
93.18(z)

City code states that any caring for any non‐domestic animal is a public nuisance, so
beekeeping currently is not allowed. However, City Attorney said the City might be open to
a resident asking for a variance or trying to change the ordinance.

(763) 425‐
2624

Plymouth

Hennepin

Zoning
Ordinance
21170.01
subd.3

Bees are only allowed in areas zoned future restricted development (rural).

(763) 509‐
5080

Prior Lake

Scott

Allowed with restrictions

(952) 447‐
9800

Richfield

Hennepin

Section
905.41

Bees are considered non‐domestic animals. All non‐domestic animals are prohibited.

(612) 861‐
9702

Robbinsdale

Hennepin

Section
915.37

"It is unlawful to keep or maintain roosters or bees, without first having obtained a permit
therefor."

(763) 537‐
4534

Rogers

Hennepin

Section 125‐
1

Bees are classified as a farm animal and are allowed in areas zoned agricultural.

(763) 428‐
2253

Sauk Rapids

Benton

Section 4.10,
Subd.22(C)

Permits beekeeping limited to six hives.

(320) 258‐
5300

St. Anthony
Village

Hennepin

No ordinance on honey bees, so City of St. Anthony Village's position is that they are not
allowed.

(612) 782‐
3301

St. Francis

Anoka

"Bees shall not be kept on parcels smaller than five (5) acres in size. No parcel shall have
more than one hive or colony housing structure not to exceed three (3) feet in size in any
dimension unless it is an agricultural use. All hives shall be of the removable frame type. All
hives shall be kept one hundred (100) feed from any property line."

(763) 753‐
2630

St. Louis Park

Hennepin

Bees are not addressed in city ordinance, so they are allowed as long as they are not a
nuisance.

(952) 924‐
2500

St. Paul Park

Washington

Ordinance
#694

Honey bees are allowed; must get a permit and obey set back ordinance.

(651) 459‐
9785

Savage

Scott

Section
91.01(2)

Bees are classified as a farm animal. Under Section 91.04, farm animals are "allowed only as
a legal non‐conforming use where a similar use occurred before the most recent change in
the Zoning Code and continues consistently thereafter."

(952) 882‐
2660

Section 8‐3‐5

Shakopee

Scott

Section
11.02(5)(B)

Bees are classified as an "agricultural use" and allowed in areas zoned rural residential or
agricultural. Other areas with restrictions.

(952) 233‐
9300

Shoreview

Ramsey

Section
601.020(E)

Bees are allowed with restrictions and permit required

(651) 490‐
4600

Shorewood

Hennepin

Section
705.09

Bees are classified as an "urban farm animal." Section 705.09 subd 2(h) states, "The number
of bee hives shall not exceed four."

(952) 960‐
7900

South St. Paul

Dakota

Section 15‐
1(3)

Bees are listed as a farm animal. Section 15‐3 states, "It shall be illegal for any person to
own, possess, harbor, or offer for sale, any farm animals within city limits…"

(651) 554‐
3200

Spring Park

Hennepin

Bees are not allowed in city limits.

(952) 471‐
9051

Stillwater

Washington

Section 27‐3

Bees are allowed in city limits as long as you have a permit. The ordinance sets forth a
number of rules and regulations.

(651) 430‐
8800

Sunfish Lake

Dakota

Section
1225.01

Bees are considered farm animals. Only the farm animals expressly listed (such as bees) are
allowed in the City of Sunfish Lake as long as you get a permit.

(763) 231‐
2555

Victoria

Carver

Chapter 30,
Article VIII,

Bees are only allowed in areas zoned agricultural and if you get a conditional use permit.

(952) 443‐
4210

Virginia

St. Louis

Waconia

Carver

Section
710.15 subd.
1

Bees are considered farm animals, so they are allowed in areas zoned agricultural.

(952) 442‐
2184

West St. Paul

Dakota

Section
905.15 sub 3

Bees are allowed. The only requirement is that the hives are at least 100 feet from
neighboring houses. Some lots are too small to comply with this requirement.

(651) 552‐
4100

Woodbury

Washington

Section 24‐4

Bees are considered "livestock" and they are allowed on property of five or more acres in
areas zoned rural residential or existing farmstead.

(651) 714‐
3500

Honey bees are defined as a farm animal. Farm animals are not allowed to be harbored
within the city.

